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WHOLE NUMBER, 1784

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1909.

VOLUME THIRTY-FIVE.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
g

W . SCHEUREN’S

B . H O R N IN G , n .

SHAVING PA RLO R,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
OOLLEOEYILLE, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

M.

CODDEOEVIDLE, PA.

t3T* S econ d D o o r A bove R a ilro a d .
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

T. W EBER, H.

J J E S B I ROW ER,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

g

Veterinary Surgeon ,
COLLEOEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone 23 z.

A. KRUNEN, M. B .,

NORRISTOWN, PA.
OFFICE ROOMS : THIRTY, THIRTY-TWO
AND THIRTY-FOUR BOYER ARCADE.
HOUBS, 8 to 9
T elbphosbs, Bell 718-n
2 to 8
Keystone 307
7 to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

D

AN IEU M. ANDERS,

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

S. D . C O RNISH ,

D EN TIST,
o o l d e g e v i i .d e , p a .

Flrst-elass Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prlees Reasonable.
__
Keystone’Phone No. 81. Bell'Phone, 27Y.

D

R . FR A N K R R A N D R E T H ,

INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

B > S - H O U SEK EEPER S

(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryokman.)

will find it to their advantage to in
spect my stock of COOK STOVES,
D E N T IST ,
RANGES, and PARLOR "HEATERS.
ROYERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at I handle none but the best and study to
honest prices.
please my patrons. Every stove, range
and heater is guaranteed and must give
entire satisfaction.
lyj-ANNE R . UONGSTRETH,
SPECIAL ATTENTION given to tin
roofing, spouting, and all kinds of repair
ing in tinsmith work. Milk cans sold and
A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
repaired.
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Build
Your patronage will be appreciated.
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6*28.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

g A R V E Y L SHOMO,

F. C. P O L E Y ,
L IM E R IC K SQ U A R E, PA .
EYES

CAREFULLY

LENSES

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
821 SWEDE STR EET, NORRISTOWN, FA.
. RESIDENCE—ROYEBSFOBD.
Both ’Phones,

EXPERT

EXAMINED

ACCURATELY
FRAME

GROUND

ADJUSTING

A. B . P A R K E R
Optometrist
2 1 0 D eK alb S treet NORRISTOW N. PA.

J J E R R E R T U. MOORE,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,

,

ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
808 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
*-16.

J O S E P H 8 . KRATZ,

THE ATLANTIC LINERS.
Signs, Signals and Flags Used by
the Various Companies.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

L . EVANS,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At residence, Llmeriok, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

rjYHOMAS HALLMAN,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
323 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence* next door to National Bank,
Collegeville. every evening.

J

S T R O U D W EB ER *

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN,
Can be consulted every evening at his resi
dence In Evansburg. Both ’phones.
11-26

U

S. G. FUNKB1NER,

R eal E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e ,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

J O H N J . R A D C LIFF,

P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COLLEOEVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and good
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall
paper and paint for sale.

g

S. PO U E Y ,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

P

S. ROOMS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA..

S la te r a n d R o o fer,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

g D W A R D D A VID,
P a in te r and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
OOLLEOEYILLE, PA. 69“ Samples of paper
always on hand.

Wilson lines have rea ana oiacK m o
nels, black In the first case with a red
top a,nd red funnel with a black top
in the second.
The red funnel of the French line
has a black top similar to the funnels
of other lines, but with different pro
portions of color. On this line' the
night signals are a blue light forward,
a white light amidships and a red
light aft, forming the French tricolor.
At night the Anchor line of vessels
shows a white light, then a red. The
Bristol displays a green light only.
The Hamburg-American ships for both
services, regular and express, show
two red-white-blue lights In quick suc
cession at the stern. The Red Star
displays three red lights, one forward,
one aft and one amidships, all flashed
together. The Scandinavian line em
ploys one white-red, followed by one
red-white light, and the Wilson puts
out two red lights about sixty feet
a p a rt
It will be observed from the fore
going that the nigbrt signals of all the
different lines vary, while the funnels
in some cases are very similar. This,
however, does not lead to confusion,
for in determining the line to which
a vessel belongs one must also take
Into consideration the flag or pennant
she flies. Every line, of course, car
ries a dlffctent "house flag," as it is
called.
The flag of the Cnnard line is red
with a golden lion in the center, while
th at of the White Star vessels Is of
the same color, but swallowtail In
shape and containing a white star.
The house flag of the Red Star line is
exactly the same as th at of the Whitt1
Star conlpany with the colors reversed
—flag white, star red.
The flag of the Hamburg-American
line is an elaborate affair—white and
blue diagonally quartered with a black
anchor and a yellow shield In the cen
ter. The North German Lloyd flag Is
a handsome one, showing a design of
a key and an anchor crossed in the
center of a laurel wreath In blue on a
white field.
Ttfe Atlantic Transport line flies a
pretty flag of red, white and blue hori
zontal bars, with stars.—Edwin Torrisse in Cincinnati Commercial Trib
une.
Ju tt One Sentence.
“They say th at Stevenson frequently
worked a whole afternoon on a single
line.”
“That’s nothing. I know a man who
has been working the last six years’on
one sentence.”—Boston Transcript

wny is ' a secret kndwn omy to i
highest authorities. There was *•
alarm, no attem pt to seize the crowjewels.”—London Mail.

MADE THE

MOST OF IT.

Clever Tactics When William Quit
Using Tobacco.
An excerpt from Doris’ letter: “And.
oh. Will, if you weren’t the dear
est boy! Yon often told me that
yon would do anything in the world
for me, and now yon write for my
sake you’ve quit smoking. I’ll have to
w ait until 1 see you to tell yon what a
dear I think yon are.”
From Janis: “You write that out of
consideration for me yon have stopped
smoking for good. That was Just love
ly of you, William, and you may de
pend that I greatly appreciate It.”
From Phyllis: “Billy, boy. it’s just
ripping! You’re the dandy kid! Just t>*
think that yon would swear off nsihtr
the weed Just for me! It was mighty
dear of you, Billy, and it makes me an
the more keen for yon.”
From Marjorie: “To ’ think that
you’ve quit smoking. William! 1 was
so surprised! Of course I always knew
th at yon care for me. but to think that,
as you say. you’ve made this sacrifice
on my account—why, it’s positively
noble of yon!”
From his mother: “Will, my son.
this proves your love for me. Father
Is inclosing a check to show that be
appreciates the fact that yon think
enough of your parents to give up
smoking for them.”
From bis doctor: “Your letter ad
vising me th at yon have obeyed my
orders and stopped the use of tobacco
is at hand. As I said, yonr compli
ance * *
Puck.
Back Numbers.
“William,” said Mrs. Van Gelder to
the man of all work. “I want you to
clean out that large closet in tbe hall
jnst outside the parlor. Burn all tbe
old newspapers, waste paper and any
other rubbish yon may find there.”
After a short time she met William
in tbe hall carrying in bis arms a huge
pile of sheet music, the property of her
eldest daughter.
“What are yon going to do with Ma
bel’s music?” sbe asked.
“Why, burn it. sure, as you told me
to. It was In the closet there with the
otber rubbish.”
“But I didn’t mean the music. Put it
back at once.”
Noting his mistress' displeasure, Wil
liam Inquired in surprise:
“Why. hasn’t she played it all?”

The Two Power Standard.
“England thinks her navy ought to
Wouldn’t Hang the Jury.
be Just twice as large as th at of her
An old negro named Ephraim, hav
ing been sworn on the Jury in a mur
In 8ome Case* They Are Very'Much principal rival.”
“My wife likes to regulate her ward der trial, for some time resisted a ver
Alike, but the Night Lights Used by
the Vessels of the Different Lines robe along those Identical lines.”— dict of guilty for no other apparent
reason than his strong aversion to capi
Pittsburg P o st
Are Quite Distinctive.
tal punishment in general. Finally the
I t is said th a t hut comparatively few
The liar is sooner caught than tl»e foreman explained to him that it was a
question either of banging the prisoner
of the many thousands of persons that icripple.—Sptaish Proverb.
or hanging tbe jnry and that it all de
each year patronize the various lines
pended on him. ”Fo’ gracious, sah.”
of steamships crossing the Atlantic
TOWER OF LONDONreplied Uncle Ephraim, “on dem reaare familiar with the various distin
guishing signs and signals emplgyed by The Parfeot Systam by Which Ita sonments de pris’ner am sho’ guilty.”
Treasures Are Guarded.
the vessels of the respective compa
nies. Yet it is a very easy thing to
Perhaps.
The Tower of Lofidon has the most
tell a t a glance to what line- any given perfect system of burglar alarms that
“My wife is getting so she can cook.'”
ship belongs—the American line, for has yet been devised.
“You are prejudiced in her favor.”
“No, 1 am not. She gave a tramp
instance.
From Scotland Yard, from the gov
About all th at one must remember in ernor's headquarters and from otber a pieqe of pie last week, and he ha's
the case of the vessels of our own line places known only to a few respon been back for more three times.”
“Perhaps be is after a hero medal ”
is that the funnels are black, each with sible officials the whole Tower can be
its white band. When yon see an At- ■ closed electrically within a few sec —Houston Post.
lantic liner at night with a blue light onds. Even the ponderous gates at
forward, a red light amidships and a the middle tower, which weigb some
The Mean Thing.
bine light a ft you know a t once th at tons and through which visitors pass,
“Why are yon mad at her?”
she is of the American line.
swing to automatically, and the escape
“I met her on the car today, and si*-ah Cnnarders show a red funnel
of every one. within is instantly barred. said. ’Oh. let me pay your fare!* and
with black rings and a black top, At the same time an alarm bell rings said. ‘Ob. yon mustn’t,’ and sbe didn't ”
while the night signals consist of a to warn wardens, police and soldiers.
—Houston Post.
blue light and two roman candles,
In particular the precautions in the
Not Desired.
each throwing out six blue balls.
apartment containing the crown Jew
Having at enormous p a iD S got her
There are but two of the leading els are of a most scientifically ela de
transatlantic lines the ships of which rate kind. One of the beefeaters on length, breadth and thickness about,
carry cream colored funnels—the North duty in the room has merely to press right, the woman heaved a sigh of re
German Lloyd and the Holland-Amer- a button, whereupon the heavy door lief. “No fourth dimension in mine,
lca lines. The first employs a perfect closes, the alarm bell below rings, tbe if you please!” she exclaimed, with
ly plain funnel without any other other gates slam to and lock, and every unmistakable feeling.
Some aver th at the feminine mind
eolor than cream, and the latter shows person within the tower is instantly
is not attracted by metaphysics any
a cream funnel with a white band and cut off from the outer world.
green borders. Signals displayed at
“The man who can get away with way!—Puck.
night by these lines are, in the case of any of the crown Jewels deserves
Precedent.
the North German Lloyd, two blue red them," observed a Tower official.
“Win th at young man ever go
lights, one forward and one aft, and, in “From where I am standing I could
the case of the Holland-America line, a close every important door and gate home?” demanded the irritated head
green light forward and aft, with a in the Tower in as short a time as it of the house.
“I guess so, father,” replied the mawhite light under the bridge.
takes to u tter these words.”
Two lines use buff tunnels, the White
It was mainly to insure tbe safety terfamilias. “He always has gone.”—
Star and the Hamburg-American, the of the crown jewels th at tbe system ■Washington Herald.
difference between the two being that, was installed.
A Good Guess.
while the former shows a black top,
No order bad been issued for tbe
“Does your father know yon smoke,
the latter is plain buff throughout closing of the Tower on a recent Sat
White Star night signals are two green urday when, greatly to their alarm, little boy?” asked the Inquisitive
lights flashed simultaneously.
the visitors found doors locked, bolted stranger.
“I guess not,” replied the bad boy.
Quite a number of lines carry black and barred against them for about ten
funnels—the American with a white minutes, preventing any ODe leaving “H e doesn’t lock up his cigars.”—De
troit Free Press.
band, as mentioned above; the Anchor, the Tower.
which is entirely black; the Bristol,
“The Tower simply closed—that is
A Useless Rule.
with a variegated and fancy touch, the all,” remarked an official. “Who caus
He (teaching her bridge)—When in
black smokestack being relieved by a ed it to do so we do not know, it
white band in the center and a blue might have been Scotland Yard, where doubt it’s a good rule to play trumps.
star }n the middle of the white band. the pressing of a button would im She—But that’s jnst It; when I’m In
In the regular service of the Hamburg- prison every soul within the Tower un doubt I don’t know what the trump is.
American line, as distinguished from til the police gave the signal for their —Philadelphia Record.
the express service, we find th at the release, or it might have been tbe
Even when a woman thinks she la
color is plain black, while the Red governor, anxious to learn whether we
Star is black with a white band and were all a t our posts. At any rate, if worth her weight in gold she would
hate to get too stout.—Philadelphia
was none of tbe minor officials.
a black top.
The Scandinavian-American and the
“in fact, who closed the Tower and Record.

COLORS OF TH E BIG FUNNELS

P R E V E N T IV E F O R W H E A T S M U T .

Considerable loss occurs to
farmers each summer by wheat
smut, according to the correspond
ence of State Zoologist Surface of
Pennsylvania. A formalin dip has
been recommededin a bulletin here
tofore issued by Professor Surface,
and letters have been recently
received inquiring whether this
is a reliable remedy for wheat smut,
and how it should be used. The
following answers to seven queries
in one of these letters, in regard to
the use^of formalin, were made by
Professor Surface:
1. Yes, it is a practical pre
ventive for smut of wheat and
oqts.
2. You use one pint of commer
cial formalin (forty per cent, solution
of formaldehyde) in thirty gallons
of water.
3. Immerse the seed for at least
forty minutes.
4. The best way to do this is to
put the seed into a bag, and let it
stand in a barrel bf formalin solution,
and when you wish to dry it spread
it on the barn floor and shovel it
over Occasionally.
5. The strength is gradually
lost by evaporaton when it stand
open, but not quickly lost.
6. You can dip any number of
sacks in the same vessel as long
as you replenish it with the same
percentage; or, in other words,
return what is carried away by
the previously removed sacks.
You can keep the undiluted formalin
in stock as long as you desire.
7. The diluted liquid is not at all
dangerous to handle, and the un
used seed does not need to be
washed after it is dry, as it really
does not poison it, but merely kills
germs that are upon it. After it is
once dry it is safe to feed it to stock
or otherwise use it, if not used for
seed.

dense smoke belching from a forest
fire. A sound like the distant
breakers of the ocean steals into
the silence. It is the whirr and
roar of billions of wings beating
the air.
The whirr becomes
louder. Nearby green fields are
shaded by the appalling visitation.
A few locusts fly past. There is a
roar as the army of insects falls on
the land and their wings throb
like a colossal dynamo revolving
with 'terrific speed. The bright
sun is obscured and the grounds is
in shadow. A building a few rods
away cannot be seen. Millions of
locusts settle down, while other
millions continue their flight. . The
ground is so packed with locusts
that every square inch of earth is
alive. Every blade of grass or
wheat is attacked by as many in
sects as it will hold. A hundred
locusts rush on one stalk, bend
it to earth and consume it in less
than a minute. Within ten min
utes the farmer’s two thousand
acres of wheat have disappeared.
Every blade of grass, every flower,every leaf on the trees is devoured.
For hours, and even days, the mad
dening roar of the wings is heard
and tbe unnumbered host continue
their fight.
A F IS H T H A T S A IL S .

The “Zoologist” contains more
interesting notes on the fishes of
Japan from a work by Japanese
professors. One of the most inter
esting of these is the Oriental
sail fish (Histiophrous Orientalist).
The generic name given by Dr.
Gunther, means the sail-bearer, and
refers to the huge dorsal fin pos
sessed by the species. The fin
stands higher than the body above
it, and is used as a sail before the
wind. It is large fish 10 feet in
length, and weighing 164 pounds.
They swim about usually in pairs
in rough and windy weather with
the huge fins above the water. It
L O C U S T T E R R IB L E F O E .
South Africa seems to be a para is a favorite food fish, and the an
nual catch is nearly 12,000,000
dise to the farmer until the locusts
pounds. The sail-fish is caught
come. The farmer has been plant by means of a harpoon.
ing wheat for five months begin
ning with March, and he looks for
S C O U T IN G B E E S .
an enormously profitable harvest in'
Swarms
of bees are sometimes
the midsummer month of December.
compelled
to
take refuge in very
After plowing and dragging for six
days he has put in a day or two remarkable shelters. A peculiar
sowing the wheat by hand, and has and instructive instance was ob
kept repeating the process until served by the writer in the spring
hundreds of acres have been of 1908. The swarm flew over a
planted. There are field of wheat large vineyard which contained
in all stages from the young green few buildings. One of these build
stalks to yellowing heads of grain. ings was constructed of hollow
It will be convenient to reap the concrete blocks. The swarm flew
crop in the successively ripening directly toward a small hole in one
fields, just as it was convenient of the blocks and disappeared in
to plant it in instalments. The the interior. No doubt the swarm
farmer congratulates himself on a had rested on a tree or shrub on
climate that makes this method the preceding day and had sent
possible. He figures that an in out scouts to seek a home. The
vestment of twenty-five bags of scout found the little hole leading
seed worth $150 will return bim into the great cavity of the concrete
750 bags of grain worth $3750. block, and reported their discovery
“ Baas, diesprinkhafinkom” (“ Mas to their comrades. This case furn
ter, the locusts are coming”), says ishes indisputable proof that
his Kaffir servant. Thus is shat swarming bees really send out
tered the dream of opulence and suc scouts, as they are believed to do,
cess as the farmer drowses one hot, for the little bole could not have
silent midsummer day in his iron- been discovered in the rapid and
roofed bungalow, says Leonard lofty flight of the swarm.
Flemming ’in the Grand Magazine.
T H E F IR S T U S E O F IR O N .
On the horizon over the distant
“ The Beginning of Iron,” by Dr.
range of hills lies a long, faint
cloud. It is a dust colored narrow Bidgeway, discusses the question
line, with a front perhaps seventy of the first use of his metal. In
miles wide. It blurs the sharp Egypt it can be traced back to the
outline of the hills in the African ninth century B. C., and in Libya
sunlight. This is a locust swarm to about 450 B. C. First mention
as you see it first at a distance of of its use in China goes back 400
thirty or forty miles. In an hour B. C., while in Uganda it is said to
the line has become a light brown have been in use only some five or
fog drifting rapidly toward you. six centuries. As a result of his
Tbe farmer is helpless in face of interesting investigations Dr. Ridge
the advancing ruin and desolation. way concludes that the smelting
of iron originated in Central Europe
He can only watch the approach of and especially in the region known
inevitable disaster. TBe landscape as Noricum, equivalent to modern
is gradually blurred by the great Austria and Bavaria. The above
brown cloud that spreads and date for the first use of iron in
refers to the metal obtained
mounts higher in the sky. Trees Egypt
by smelting.
The use of native
and houses a few miles off become iron in the form of meteorites dates
invisible. The cloud shifts, with back to remote antiquity. The
patches of dark brown masses and weapons made from these were ob
gaps of gray or light brown where tained, like flint implements, by
chipping. And it is interesting to
the locusts are not so close together. remember that recent investigations
A constant change of shape and have shown that the iron of many
formation gives an appearance like meteorites is a sort of natural steel.
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Religious M eeting.

Excursion to th e Battlefield of

Special M eeting of Town Council.

Gettysburg.
A meetiDg for worship will be
held iu the Upper Providence
Walt. B. Beeber, Chairman, has
TERMS — #1.00 P E R YEAR
Friends’ meetinghouse on the 26th again effected arrangements for an
::
IN ADVANCE.
::
inst., at 3 o ’clock p. m., under the other popular excursion to the bat
care of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting. tlefield of Gettysburg, under the
T h u rsd a y , S e p t. 16, ’0 9 .
auspices of the Topton Lutheran
Orphans’ Home, on Saturday, Octo
C ontract for Heating.'
CHURCH SER V IC ES.
Geo. F. Clamer, of this borough ber 9. Another opportunity to see
•St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev.
received
the contract to heat a four- the great battlefield and enjoy a de
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning: service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.4&p. m. Eve story box factory in Philadelphia, lightful outing. See adver.

ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Oollegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta
tion, Rev. G. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m.; 3.30 p. m. Sunday School
—2.15 p. m. Yested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
at 8.45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p. m.
Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meeting at 6.45 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
at 8 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
9.45 a. m. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.

Friday evening the large barn on
the farm of James Wood, in Ply
mouth township, was destroyed by
fire. All the live stock was saved.
The crops were consumed with the
building. The origin of the fire has
not been determined.

United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Trappe—Preach
ing at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 2 p. m.;
Limerick—Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
School at 1.30 p. m.; C. E. at 7.30 p. m.

Services a t M ennonite M eeting
house.

Passenger trains leave Oollegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

where he will install a large Mercer
boiler.
W an tto Play Foot Ball.

Charles O. Bintzer, manager of
Sellersville’s second foot ball team
—average weight of members 125
pounds— desires to arrange games
with all teams desiring engagements
and willing to pay a fair guarantee.
Barn Burned.

There will be services at the Men
nonite meetinghouse, near Yerkes,
uext Saturday evening at 7.30 and
Sunday morning following at 9.30.
Rev. Noah Mack, of Lancaster, will
preach.

H om e a n d A b ro ad .
Will Go to Jersey.

George McGill,_for a number of
years assistant superintendent of
—Last week
the Schuylkill Valley Traction Com
—Partly perforated the drought. pany, has retired from that posi
—A few more instalments are tion, and expects to be engaged at
similar employment in New Jersey.
required to complete the job.
His successor fs H. K. Rykert, of
—The work of applying oil to New York.
Main street has been resumed,
with completion in sight
D eath.
—The rain

—When Jack Frost hits .the town
Earnest K., son of Peter and Sallie
again a surprise may strike Jack.
Force, of 822 W. Bridge street,
—The clothing store of Weitzen- died Thursday night of last week at
korn & Sons, Pottstown, will be the Phoenixville Hospital, aged 3
closed this Thursday, September months. The funeral was held on
Saturday at 2 p. m. Interment
16, on account of a holiday.
(private) in the Green Tree ceme
~ The way to be safe is never to tery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in
feel secure.—German.
charge.
—Norristown Council will redeem
$20,000 worth of bonds at the next
Real E state Sold.
interest period.
George Geist has sold his prop
erty, a brick house and lot op Fifth
avenue, this borough, to David
Reiner, of Trappe, for $1875. Mr.
Reiner expects'to take possession of
—R. J. Davis, a coal dealer, rides the property about November 1.
in a hickory carriage that was Mr. Geist, who is night engineer at
owned and built for his grandfather the Traction Company’s power plant,
expects to remain in town for an in
100 years ago.
definite period.
—Most of the young men who
begin drinking because they think
Ju ro rs For October Court.
it is smart keep it up becaush they
Among the jurors drawn for the
are not smart,—Dallas News.
October court at Norristown are:
—Cement work from the Keystone F. W. Gristock and Horace Rimby,
Cement Brick and Tile Works, of Collegeville; Benj. Brownback,
Royersford, will be on exhibition, Trappe; Jacob Wesler, Hiram Buch
at the Allentown Fair next week. er, Harry T. Thomas, John Baer,
—The artesian well drilled to a John Richardson,Upper Providence
depth of 27 feet b y the Boyertown. I. H. Detwiler Jr., Perkiomen;
Water Company, furnishes 22,000 David Miller, Lower Providence;
.gallons of water every 24 hours. J. Wayne Heebner, Norriton.
—Some married couples are like
spectacles; they >are not mates, but
are held together by a golden frame.
—Smart Set.

—Mrs.
'91 years
City, was
section of

Sarah K. Urner, almost
Road Improvement
old, who died in Spring
The
road
leading from the Men
the oldest resident of that
nonite
meetinghouse
to Areola, in
Chester county.
Upper Providence, has been well
—Miss Alice Bealer, of North graveled, and the Phoenixville road
Coventry Chester county, has a between the borough line and the
lemon tree two years old bearing meetinghouse has received where
three lemons, one of which is 14f needed a dressing of crushed stone.
inches in circumserence.
Under the direction of Hiram Spare,
—Swallowing a quantity of laud Supervisor, Hallman’s Hill, near
anum, a 2-year-old child of John Mont Clare, has been graded and
Schaeffer, a Pottstow printer, died much improved.
after several hours’severe suffering.
—Clerks in Norristown grocery
Flag R aising Event.
stores are agitating for daily hours
The Patriotic Order Sons of Amerof 6.30 A. M. and 6 P. M., except ca presented a largfe flag to the Jeffer
Saturday, when the closing shall sonville public school on Saturday
be at 8 o ’clock.
afternoon. There was a large at
—An interesting contest is on for tendance and an interesting pro
the postmastership of Royersford, gram was rendered. State Presi
made vacant by the death of Charles dent E. F. Hendricks made the pre
A. Eppehimer, and until the return sentation speech and the flag was
of Congressman Wanger from Eu accepted on behalf of the Directors,
rope the people will be kept guess jjy Robert Cameron, President of
ing as to which one of 10 alleged the Board. There were recitations
candidates will be appointed.
by Charles Wilhide and Marda
Shoemaker. There was also music
by pupils of the school.
Night on Bald Hoontain.

On a lonely night Alex Benton of Fort
Edward, N. x., climbed Bald Mountain to
the home of a neighbor, tortured by asthma,
bent on curing him with Dr. King’s New
Discovery, that had cured himself of
asthma. This Wonderful medicine soon re
lieved and quickly cured his neighbor.
Later it cured his son’s wife of a severe lung
trouble Millions believe it’s the greatest
throat and lung cure on earth. Coughs,
colds,croup, hemorrhages and sore lungs
are surely cured by it. Best for hay fever,
grip and whooping cough. 50c. and $1.00,
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by Joseph W.
Culbert, druggist, CollegeVllle, and by M.
T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.

The Road to Success
has many obstructions, but none so desper
ate as poor health. Success to day demands
health, but Electric Bitters is-the greatest
health builder the world has ever known.
It compels perfect action of Btomach, liver,
kidneys, bowels, purifies and enriches the
blood, and tones and invigorates the whole
system. Vigorous body and keen brain fol
low their use. Tou can’t afford’ to slight
Electric Bitters if weak, run down or sickly.
Only 50c. Guaranteed by Joseph W. Cul
bert. druggist, Collegeville, and at M. T.
Hunsicker's store, Ironbridge.

A special meeting of the Town
Council of this borough will be held
in the Firemen's building to-morrow
(Friday) evening, September 17, at
7.30, for the purpose of giving the
citizens of this cpmmunity an oppor
tunity to voice their protest against
the recent action of the Schuylkill
Valley Traction Company in raising
the rate of fare between this vicin
ity and Norristown. All who are
interested are urgently requested
Anniversary of M ennonite H om e.
On Saturday next the annual an to be present.
niversary of the Mennonite Home in
M eeting of Fruit G rowers and
Frederick township will be cele
G ardeners.
brated. Addresses on appropriate
The Fruit Growers’ and Market
subjects will be delivered by Revs.
A. M. Fretz, of* Souderton, and N. Gardeners’Association of Montgom
F. Schmidt,ofSchwenksville. Mark- ery County will hold its fall meet
ley’s celebrated family orchestra, of ing for the display of fruit, vegeta
Zieglersville, will furnish music for bles and canned goods in the City
the occasion. Dinner and refresh Hall, Norristown, Wednesday, Sep
ments, as well as horse feed, will tember 29th, next. There will be
two day sessions and one evening
be provided for at a nominal cost.
session. Prof. Ralph L. Watts, of
State College, and Prof. H. A. Sur
C rescent Literary Society.
face, of Harrisburg, will be present
A regular meeting of the Cres
ahd
make appropriate addresses.
cent Literary Society will be held
Other men of experience will also
in the Mennonite seboolhouse, near
address the association. The pub
Yerkes, on Wednesday evening,
lic is invited to be present. To
September 22. All are cordially in
vited^ to attend. Program: Recita make the Association a success a
tions—Ira Keyser, Anna Detwiler, large membership is needed. One
dollar will entitle you to all' the
Wilmer Keyser. Readings—Nora
Hilborn, Alberta Horton, . Ernest privileges of the Association to
March 10, 1910. Help along by be
Yocum. Vocal solos—Sadie Reed,
coming a member-.
D. Tyson Allebach, Elmer Gotwals,
Cora Horton. Piano solo—H. P.
F air Prem ium s.
Tyson. Piano trio—Alice Yeager,
Managers
of the Montgomery
Mary Greenley, Sadie Detwiler.
County
Fair
Association, having
Essay — Susan Jones. Gazette —
in charge the annual agricultural
Isaac Davis, editor.
exhibition and fair at Trewigtown
are laboring to make their fair a
H arvest Home Service.
great big event this year. They
The Harvest Home service in
have just issued a long list of
Trinity Reformed church, this
premiums for the fair, which will
borough, last Sunday morning, at
be held on October 5, 6, 7 and 8.
tracted a large attendance. The
This handsome list of. premiums
participation of the members of the
will no doubt bring together a
Sunday School added much interest
great mass of exhibits and make
to the occasion. Led by the Super
the fair well worth seeing. Cash
intendent, Prof. G. L. Omwake, they
prizes will go to residents of Mont
marched from the Sunday school
gomery county alone. Ribbons will
room to the auditorium, each
be given as prizes to exhibitors
carrying a specimen of various
without regard
to residence.
fruits in season, which were deposi
Special prizes go any where unless
ted in front of the pulpit. The
stated otherwise. An animal or
music by the choir and school was
article of merit not listed wi\J re
inspiring and the pastor, Dr. Yost,
ceive an appropriate premium.
delivered a sermon especially in
keeping with the character of the
More in R eference to the Death of
service.
M. Elm er Rambo.

Stray Bullet Strikes W oman.

In the course of his deadly cru
sade against dogs at large in Norris
town and Plymouth, Saturday
morning, L. B. Bressinger, acting
for the State Live Stock Sanitary
Board, fired upon a canine. The
bullet missed the mark, hit the
pavement, glanced, and struck
Mrs. Edward Dunn, of the East
End, in the breast, inflicting a pain
ful flesh wound. A lawsuit will -no
doubt ensue. A bloodless war be
tween the authorities of Norristown
and the State authorities is also
threatened on account of the care
lessness of Bressinger.in permitt
ing canine carcasses to remain ex
posed for days- in the sun in the
residential quarters of the Hub.
$ 5 000 Gift For U rsinus College.

Ursinus College has received
a gift of $5000 from Mr. Israel B.
Shreiner of Lancaster, Pa., through
one of the Directors of the College,
Dr. El wood S; Snyder of that city.
In recognition of his benefaction,
the Board of Directors has named
the college building at the corner
of Main and Sixth avenue, Shreiner
Hall. This building, which was
formerly the residence of the Presi
dent, has been enlarged and im
proved and has been opened this
fall as residence for students. The
Finance Committee of the College
will conduct an active campaign in
behalf of the Fortieth Anniversary
Fund on account of which $33,000
was received last year, and to
which it is hoped substantial addi
tions may be made during the com
ing year in honor of the Fortieth
Anniversary of the founding of the
College which will be celebrated
next June.

$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able toenre in
all Its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Care is the only positive care known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so -much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo. O. Sold by all druggists,75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

Since last week’s issue, which
contained scant reference to the
accidental death in Mexico of Milton
Elmer Rambo, son of M. C. Rambo,
of near Spring City, it has been
learned that the horse he was rid
ing while on a trip in the vicinity
of Pachusca, Mexico,, stumbled and
fell into an abandoned mining shaft,
causing him to fall 200 feet. The
deceased, who enjoyed the high
esteem of many friends, had been
living in Mexico for some time,
where he was widely known as
an athlete and a long distance
runner, and was captain of the Eolo
walking club. The remains are now
enroute north and undertaker F.
W. Shalkop expects to receive them
at Collegeville station this Thurs
day at 11 o’clock, a. m. Funeral
services and interment at the
Lutheran church and cemetery,
Trappe, at 11.30.
"T h ro e Twin*.”

“ Three T w ins,” the merriest
musical farce, comes to the Grand
Opera House, Norristown, on Mon
day evening, September 20th (one
night only) with a splendid cast
and stage equipment. The first
scene of the play is laid atSeaView,
and the second is the reception par
lor of Dr. Hartman’s famous sani
tarium. “ Three Twins” is a musi
cal farce of an unusual kind as re
gards both manner and matter, and
it is uncommonly good entertain
ment, and the admirer of tuneful
music, abuudant fun-making and
dashing, strenuous stage movement
will have nothing to regret if he
patronizes the performance.
The
music is among the best,, and all
will know the widespread popu
larity that is enjoyed by catchy
music of this variety. One of the
enjoyable features of this entertain
ment is the American Beauty
chorus, which adds greatly to the
charm and tunefulness of the piece.
The cast is headed by Mr. Thomas
Whiffen and Miss Florine Sweetman, whose reputations are too well
known by tbair excellent work in
musical comedies to need comment.
Among the others of the cast are
Edward Wade, Neil Kelly, Russell
•Lennon, Helen DuBois, Elizabeth
Carmody, and Ida Paetz. The pro
duction is being sent en tour under
the management of Mr. Jos. M.
Gaites, who has given it a sumptu
ous equipment.

Death of Evelyn M essinger.

PERSONAL.

Evelyn H., daughter of Rev. S. L.
and Laura Messinger, of St. Luke’s
Reformed church, Trappe, died
Friday afternoon in the Phoenixville
Hospital, aged nineteen years. She
was about to undergo the fourth
operation for sarcoma—a tumorous
affection of the mouth and throat—
when death ended her sufferings.
After a year of bodily pain and dis
tressful mental anxiety, which
caused the keenest solicitation on
the part of those who witnessed her
uniform patience and heroic forti
tude, death came and claimed a
young life that gave great promise
of increasing usefulness, a life that
revealed sterling qualities and a
bright and lovable disposition; a
life that cheered and helped and
that attracted many warm friends.
Miss Messinger was a member of
the Junior class of Ursinus College.
The funeral was held on Tuesday at
2.30 p. m., and the attendants
crowded the auditorium and gallery
of St. Luke’s Reformed church,
Trappe. An impressive funeral d is
course was delivered by Rev. H. T.
Spangler, D. D. Prof. G. L. Om
wake, representing Ursinus College,
spoke briefly and well of the admir
able character and lovable disposi
tion of Miss Messinger. Other par
ticipating clergymen were Revs.
Bates, of Norristown; E. C. Hibshman, of Philadelphia, and Rev.
Wagner, of Lower Providence. The
floral tributes were many and
beautiful. The pall-bearers were
Howard Keyser, Harry Mathieu,
Ralph Wismer, John McHarg, Al
bert Thompson, and Charles Wis
mer.
Undertaker F. W. Shalkop
was in charge of .arrangements.

Miss Margaret Himes, of Norris
town, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Daniel Hartman.
Mr. Widerburn Gristock and son
visited Mrs. Harriet Gristock last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bortz and son
spent Sunday at Atlantic City.
Miss Elizabeth Backius, of Wil
mington, Del., is the guest of Mrs.
Rebeeca Bean.
Miss Re ba Gay nor, of Salem, N.
J., is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Rose Seeman spent Monday
in Philadelphia.
Little Miss Carrie Yost was ten
dered a postal surprise on her
seventh birthday, Monday.
The Thespian Club was enter
tained by Mrs. Cballeu at Meadowcroft, last Friday. Mrs. Challen
will leave next Wednesday for Colo
rado, where she will remain for
some time.
Mi:. and Mrs. George Young, of
Philadelphia and Wm. H. Renshaw,
of Phoenixville, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Ingram, Sun
day.

United Sportsm en and Fish W ardens
M eet a t Perkiomen Bridge.

The first annual meeting of the
United Sportsmen of Pennsylvania
was held at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel, this borough, on Tuesday
and Wednesday of tips week. There
were a large number of sportsmen
in attendance from many sections of
the State and the meeting was an
entire success.
On Monday ten
fish wardens from different parts of
Pennsylvania gathered at the timeold hostelrie and under the directiqn
of State Fish Commissioner Meehan,
of Harrisburg, discussed
the
present fish code and explained
and clarified certain perplexing
.points.
Mr. Meehan instructed
the wardens to strictly enforce the
law prohibiting fishing on Sunday,
though he declared he did so re
luctantly for he said he could see
no harm in Sunday fishing; but
since the legislators had so decreed,
the law must be enforced as it
stands. A fishing contest was held
on Tuesday and Wednesday for the
capture of the biggest large-mouthed
black bass. A handsome silver cup
was awarded the Club whose mem
bers caught the largest black
bass. On Tuesday afternoon a mock
trial was held at which Commis
sioner Meehan acted as Justice of
the Peace. The case appertained
to basket fishing and the object of
the mock trial was to give the war
dens and fishermen present a better
understanding of a part of the fish
law. There was also a bait casting
contest Tuesday afternoon and on
Wednesday afternoon a target shoot,
a fly casting contest and a sunfisb
contest were pulled off.
Unfor
tunately the water in the Perkio
men was so low that fishing was
very poor. Despite this fact the
sportsmen greptly enjoyed their
outing. The officers of the United
Sportsmen, elected Tuesday night,
are: President, H. C. Chase, of
Philadelphia; Vice President, Hon.
Oscar C. Thompson, of Phoenixville;
Corresponding Secretary, W. E.
Meehan, of Harrisburg, Recording
Secretary, P. G. Davis, of Potts
town; Treasurer, J. W. Criswell,
of Steelton.
C orner in Eggs.

Mrs. J. H. Bossert, of Franklin
Grove, Illinois, is visiting Mrs.
Jacob. Bolton.
Miss Ida M. Thompson has re
turned from a week’s stay at Cape
May Point. She is now spending
some time at Delaware Water Gap.
Mrs. Homer Smith has returned
from Honolulu, Hawaii, where she
spent the summer visiting relatives
and friends.
Misses Mary and Ella Kratz, of
Lower Providence, and Mrs. Anna
Sindlinger, of Norristown, were
recent guests of ’ Misses Mary and
Lizzie Kratz.
Wm. H. Stroud and family have
removed from their farm in Lower
Providence and taken possession of
their new home, formerly the pro
perty of Dr. E. A. Krusen, on
Main street, this borough.
Ex-Burgess Clamer and family
have removed from Glen Farm to
their mansion on Main street.
Miss Amanda Grubb has returned
from a visit to friends in Chester
county.
G am e and Fish Laws.

The following are extracts from
thfe present laws regulating the
capture of game and fish: The open
season Jor gray, black or fox
squirrels is from October 15 to
December 1. It is unlawful for
any person to kill more than six
squirrels of the combined kinds in
any one day. The rabbit season
opens on the first of November and
continues until the 15th of Decem
ber, and no one*may kill more than
ten rabbits in anyone day. Vio
lators of this law are fined $25 for
every rabbit or squirrel illegally
killed, with the proviso that an
owner or lessee of a property may
kill or have killed any variety of
squirrels or rabbits as a protection
to his trees or crops. Rabbits or
squirrels killed as a protection to
trees or crops shall be considered
illegally killed, however, if they
are used as food. Pine and red
squirrels are not protected. All
wild birds other than game birds
are absolutely protected with the
exception of the blue-jay, the
English sparrow, kingfisher, pig
eon-hawk, great horned owl, barrel
owl, heron, crow, raven and several
Other birds not common to this
section. Any one killing, wound
ing or shooting at any protected
is subject to a fine of $10. This law,
therefore, protects, among other
birds, the robbin, catbird, swallow
and the song birds and warblers.
It is unlawful to fish with other
than a rod and line having not more
than three hooks or with a hand
line having not- more than the same
number of hooks, or with a trolling
line and spoon. An exception to
this is that carp and suckers may be
caught with a spear or gig. The
bass season opens June 15 and con
tinues until December 1. Trout
may be caught from the 15th of
April to the 1st of August. Black
bass under 8 inches and rock bass
under 6 inches when caught must
be returned to the water. Bait
fish—minnows and rock catfish—
are, of course, not protected. A
fine of ten dollors is impossed for
every fish illegally taken.
The
season for bunting bullfrogs opens
July 1 and continues until Novem
ber 1.

In September last year eggs sold at
21 cents a dozen in Reading, and
now the retail price is 32 cents.
This advance, says a dealer, is
unwarranted, as the hens are pro
viding plenty of eggs. It is evi
dent, he says, that the egg market
is cornered, and advice is given
householders to put away eggs for
W here.A pples are Plentiful.
the future, as indications are for
a further advance in price before
By systematic spraying and
the holidays.
intelligent care of their fruit trees
the farmers and orchardists of
northern and western Adams County
Go With & Rush.
have
a big crop of fine apples to
The demand for that wonderful Stomach,
Liver and Kidney cure, Dr, King’s New Life market this year. One buyer,
Pill is astounding. Many say they never Chester J. Lysbn, of Flora Dale,
saw the like Its because they never fall to has already contracted for 10,000
enre Sour Stomach, Constipation, Indiges barrels of York Imperials at $2.70
tion, Biliousness, Jaundice. Sick Headache, a barrel, mainly from four farms
Chills and Malaria. Only 35c. at the drug
store of Joseph W. Culbert, Collegeville' along the foot of the South Moun
and at M. T. Hunsicker’s store, Ironbridge, tain.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
Animals Digging Potatoes.

Raccoons or skunks or some other
animal that is fond of worms and
white, grubs have been digging the
potatoes of John Douglas, a Hunt
ingdon county potato farmer. An
examination showed that a small
animal had dug the potatoes up and
had eaten the grub worms infesting
the potatoes and had not touched
the potatoes. Hills in which there
were no grubs were not disturbed.
Mr. Douglas got his wagon and
gathered up 10 bushels of potatoes
dug by the wild animals.

Item s F rom T ra p p e .
A regular meeting of the Luth
eran Sunday School Association
was held Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hutt, of
Pottstown, were the guests of M.
H. Keeler and family, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bertolet ac
companied the excursion to Wood
land Beach, Del., Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Rambo were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Scblotterer, of Zieglersville, Sun
day.
E. G. Brownback ' has rented his
new double house. The names of
tte incoming tenants are withheld.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Reiff visi
ted Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Anderson,
of Skippack, Sunday.
Mrs. Calvin Umstead attended
theSehwenk reunion atScbwenksville, Saturday.
Miss Evelyn Messinger, daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Messinger,
diedJFriday afternoon. Particulars
in another column.
Miss A. G. Plank has made a
number of repairs to her home.
Mr. . and Mrs. A. Cross, of
Chestnut Hill, were the guests of
Miss A. G. Plank, Sunday.
Seanor’s sale of fresh cows at
Beckman’s hotel, Monday, was
well attended and good prices ruled.
After the close of the summer
months evening services have been
resumed in Augustus Lutheran
church with renewed interest. Ser
vices begin at 7.30 p. m., to which
all are welcome..
Master Byron S. Fegely will re
turn home this week after a six
weeks’ stay in Atlantic City, where
he was employed with the U. S.
Express Company. He was stop
ping at the Hotel Austin with the
genial host, Mr, C. U. Bean.
Daniel Meyers Jr. has returned
from a trip along the Atlantic coast.
Miss A. G. Plank has awarded
the contract for placing 5000 feet of
cement curbing on her property on
Pine, Swede and Oak streets, Nor
ristown.

J o ttin g s F rom L im erick.
The L. A. C. was defeated on Sat
urday by the Pottstown Giants by a
score of 22 to 9. The size of the
score on the Pottstown side is attributed to tbe leaky decisions of
ODe of tbe um pires.
«Tbe young folks of this vicinity
tendered a surprise lawn party in
honor of Misses Catharine and
Lillian Bean, Saturday afternoon.
Tbe house in course of completion
for W. L. Gaugler is ready for the
the plasterers.
Mrs. John Sullivan, of Lehighton,
is spending a week with her sister,
Hannah Linderman.
Alexander Saylor is on the sick
list.
A number of improvements are
about to be made to the property
belonging to the Oliver Evans
estate.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gaugler and
and family spent Sunday with
Oswin Ziegenfuse and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dearolf and son, of
Pottstown, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Durang, of Philadelphia, and Mrs.
Keyser and children, of Philadel
phia, were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Montgomery Hartenstine,
Sunday.
Robert Evans is making excava
tions for a fish pond on the Oliver
Evans farm.
Mrs. Andrew Barlow is seriously
ill with paralysis.
( A Juvenile cantata, entitled a
‘Dream of Fairyland ’’will be given
by the St. James’ Lutheran and
Reformed Sunday Schools at the
Limerick Centre church on Satur
day evenings, September 18 and 25.
The cantata will be rendered by 40
young girls. There will be no ad
mission charged. The church doors
will be open for all, and, of course,
all who will favor the Schools with
their presence will cheerfully drop
a silver coin in the basket as they
enter the door. Proceeds for re
pairs to the Sunday School room.
Everybody invited. Doors open at
« o clock. Entertainment at 7.45.

FROM OAKS.

and brags about it. His brother p U B L I C SA LE O F
said he could beat him to Oaks with
Old Dick. That settled it and the
Personal Property!
race was on with the above result,
Will
sold at public sale on SATUR
and Old Dick was awarded the blue DAY, be
SEPTEMBER 25, 1909, on the prem
ribbon..
ises of the late Theo. Smoyer, deceased, in

If the meridians meet at the North
Pole, Cook and Peary did not meet
there. Cook claims he discovered
the North Pole, and Peary declares
he nailed the flag to the North Pole.
Was either there? Cook asserts
Daring Holdup.
he stood where wherever he looked
was South; there was no East and
William Hartnett, a Bridgeport,
West, no North, for he was stand
ing on the north and all south. He Montgomery county huckster, and
saw no pole. What a controversy. a friend were victims of a daring
We believe Cook, for if we were to holdup on the road skirting the
accept Peary’s declaration, he west bank of the Schuylkill river*,
nailed the flag to the pole, then that opposite Spring Mill Thursday
which we were taught is naught,
for we were taught the pole was night. Hartnett was driving along
imaginary and where the meridians at a good speed, when at a sharp
meet. We are reminded of the days turn the horse - ran into several
when we were a school boy. ’Squire railroad sills thrown across the
McCloskey of Phoenixville taught way. The animal fell upon the
school in Port Providence, and
though an ancient village, was new obstruction, and was temporarily
in name, and the schoolroom was disabled. As Hartnett jumped out
over the meetinghouse. The ’Squire of the vehicle two colored men
had the geography class before him sprang from the bushes, but he
for recitation. The rotundity of the managed to beat them off with a
earth, the poles, north and south, whip, and they failed to get his
the earth revolving on its axis. money.
Ice and icebergs made the country
around the pole a dreary waste, in The Shitepoke Level Fishing Club
habited by Esquimaux. The earth
Goes After Groundhogs.
turns on its axis daily, or every
twenty-four hours. Turned on its
When I arrived at the Skinny Runt’s
poles, etc. While he was quite barn the other Saturday morning, as pre
busy explaining the poles one of the arranged, to go on our groundhog hunt, I
scholars in the class interrupted found the city chap and Skinny had been
him with: “ Teacher, what do the there ahead of me and had taken their
poles turn around on, and what do guns and every bit of the ammunition I
they rest on?” “ Tut, tu t!” replied had paid Shep to deliver there the day
the ’Squire. “ Its all in your mind. ” before. I think they are a little sour on
And so the discovery of the North me for lining them at the last meeting,
Pole may be all in your mind, the but I was really compelled to do it, for I
flag tacked to the pole in Peary’s was busted flat and needed the cash.
mind, and it is left for you to settle Skinny wrote on the feed box lid with
it in your mind, whether either chalk that I could find them down in the
were there. Admiral Melville, who big field near Areola where he had seen 43
makes it a business to keep his groundhogs one day last summer. He
name before the public, says Cook also said that as be and the city chap
wasn’t there. Well, he didn’t get knew more about hunting groundhogs
there when he attempted, and some than I did, that if my corns were hurting
of our people down here won’t be me may be I had better wait at the barn
lieve Peary nailed the flag to the until they got back; and I was blamed
pole without he can bring convinc sorry before night that I hadn’t waited.
ing proof that the flag was manu There is darned little that I don’t know,
factured at John Dettra’s flag fac but about once in every few years I get
tory at Oaks.
off the track for a rod or two; but that
Well, we were treated to a rain don’t count much. So feeling I knew
Friday a°d the sun didn’t shine all what was best to do, I took the first
day. It might be too late for the trolley down the Shitepoke Level road
crops, but it was welcome; welcome and left the car at the top of the hill
as the flowers in May, as it will above Areola and walked across to the
help the farmer * to prepare the big field. I had not gone far when I
ground for next season’s harvest. heard a gun fired off, and on going a little
And we could but exclaim hallelu farther I came to where the city chap and
jah, praise God for the rain! It was Skinny were standing looking at each
an earnest. We were npt forgotten other. In all my natural born days I
by one who never forgets, though never did see so much disgust and of such
a genuine quality as was banging from
we may forget to be thankful.
every angle of their distorted mugs. At
Amos Ellis is attending Schiss- first I thought they had been fooling too
ler’s Business College, Norristown. much with the ammunition and that it
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Campbell of had burned their stomachs. But I wronged
Reading are visiting Mr. Campbell’s them there, for it was Skinny’s patent
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Camp groundhog that had disturbed their peace
of mind, as well as their breakfast. Their
bell, Sr.
silence was cut short by the city chap de
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown, Jr., claring
in the most unmistakable terms
nee Nichols, are on their wedding
that
that
no groundhog that Skinny
trip*south. Will go to Washington had stirredwas
up with his gun. Skinny said
and Richmond.
he knew a darned sight better, that it
Mr. and Mrs. George Richardson, was a groundhog and said it was dead,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dilts, visited too. “Don’t you smell it 1” “ Don’t I
Valley Forge park on Thursday. smell it ? answered the city chap; well, I
Mr. and Mrs. Dilts returned to guess I do kinder smell something—that
their home in Hopewell, New Jer-? don’t resemble a rose either. That’s a
sey, on Sunday.
skunk, sure’s your born. Why, if all the
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Fire blamed groundhogs in the Perkiomen
Company held a festival in Fire hall valley were dead for a thousand years
their whole combined aroma couldn’t hold
on Saturday evening.
a candle to this mess floating around here
Have not heard whether a Na now; you oughtn’t have shot your alltional Rat Killing Club will be or fired gun off till you knew what you were
ganized here at Oaks. Hardly until shooting at.” The city chap could say no
the Cook - Peary controversy is more; he just stopped and helped Skinny
settled.
to look sicker and sicker for a minute or
We hear sale will be made of the so and then said: “ No sir’e sir, it ain’t no
Todd farm at Port Kennedy tbe 22. groundhog.” “Well, then,” says Skinny,
“ what is it ?” “Why, a skunk, yon goat;
There are sortie two hundred and don’t
you know nothing ? You never in
fifty acres, with considerable lime your life seen a groundhog with a smell
half the size of this one; now, did you ?”
stone on the place.
“Well, mabby,” said Skinny. They hadn’t
Though farmers complain of their seen me come up, but I couldn’t keep in
corn crop being a short one, John any longer and had to just throw myself
on the ground and roll and laugh,
McBride says he will have a pretty down
and rolled more and laughed more, then
good crop of corn. We believe with rolled once more and brought up against
John there are many fields of corn the hole under the stump, when out came
two infernal skunks; and thinking, no
that will produce a fair to middling doubt,
that it was me who had shot at
crop.
them, they each gave me a swipe and ran
the woods along the creek—I guess to
John Edelman, of Phoenixville,1 for
take a bath; they surely needed one bad
died in the Phoenixville Hospital, enough, and so did I. The other fellers
and James Wise died at the Soldiers’ only got a little of tjie extract, but I got
double dose of the pure and unadulter
Home, HamptoD, Va. Both were aated
oil fresh from headquarters, and I
civil war veterans and members of was sicker than both of the others put to
gether, while them two donkeys stood
Post 45, G. A. R., Phoenixville.
laughing at me. I Just up and ran for the
That was a clever piece of detec creek as fast as I knowed bow, and in I
tive work in the Johnson murder went to soak myself. I soaked and soaked,
kept on soaking till dark; then I
case, and the murderers should be and
struck to catch a car for home. I Just
railroaded off on an excursion train caught one crossing the Areola bridge,
with SherifPBuckley as conductor. and before I could find a seat the con
They had no mercy for Johnson rfnd ductor hollered fare. I just shoved a
at him and said, tickets! By this
pounded him almost beyond recog quarter
time everybody on the car was wondering
nition. Get rid of such cattle quick wbat was the matter with the rest of
them. I thought n'obody knowed it was
and tbe world will be better off.
me. But instead of getting my tickets
There’s trouble in the Spring the conductor handed me twenty cents
and stopping the car, said in a sort of a
City Hospital, and it so young. One persuading
way that I had better take a
would suppose it was too weakly to sneak. Then
I sneaked ont the car and
make so big a stir, just now when up the pike to Shop’s. I went in as nice
all the world is troubled with brain as anybody ever did and not wishing to
into any kind of an argument, I just
storm over who got there first or get
walked up quick like, and said, “chin."
whether Cook or Peary were there. “Not on your life,” said the clerk. “You
We are for Cook and Peary’s goose can’t stop .here long enough to get any
thing. Come now, pull o u t!” I must
is cooked.
confess there are some funny people in'the
We missed the particulars of a •world, but it’s just like this—they don’t
a groundhog from a skunk. But
horse race in the last issue of the know
I do.
O n e o f T h em .
I ndependent, and if it was not that
old Dick passed the home stretch
ir e t a n n o t ic e .
three lengths ahead we would say
The members of the Perkiomen Val
nothing about it in this issue. Time ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
was nothing; its the speed that Montgomery county are hereby notified
counts, and speedy Dick breaks tbe that a jtax was levied on August 16, 1909,
of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars for
record on a two-mile dash, one mile which
they are insured, to pay losses sus
from start to finish and back to tained. Payments will be made to the
collector
or to the Secretary at his office
starting point, made in six minutes
Collegeville.
eleven and one-half seconds. That’s inExtract
from Charter: If any member of
beating the Cook and Peary record the Company shall refuse or neglect to
pay
his
or
her assessment within 40 days
for the North Pole. It was one of
them kind catch you qp or bet I after the publication of the same, 30 per
of tbe assessment will be added
beat you kind, and few knew of it cent,
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50
or there would have been a large at days longer, then his, her, or their policy
tendance to see tbe race and the shall have become suspended until pay
shall have been made.
gate receipts would have just been ment
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
stupenduous. A young man owns said tax will date from September 9, 1909.
a horse that can get over the ground
A. D. FETTEROLF.

F

Upper Providence township, one mile
north of Oaks station, the following per
sonal property: Top buggy, no-top buggy,
nearly new; 2 plows, spike harrow, sled,
K acre good corn, )4 ton hay, 75 young
chickens by the pound, 2 small chicken
houses, chicken coops, hand feed cutter, 2"
sets of harness, 100 good cedar bean poles.
Household Goods—good heater, 2 good
ranges, kitchen cabinet, extra good buf
falo robe, and numerous other articles not
here described. Sale at 2.30 sharp. Con
ditions, cash.
MRS. T. C. SMOYER, Executrix.
o st.

L

A bunch of keys on the road leading
from Ogden’s Hotel, Ironbridge, to Trappe.
Reward if returned to
9-12-3t.
OGDEN’S HOTEL.
or rent.
After October 1, a lot of 5)4 acres
with improvements. Plenty of fruit and
good water; one mile north of Oaks Sta
tion. Apply to
9-16.
MRS. T. C. SMOYER, Oaks, Pa.

F

.
After October 1, dwelling house, near
F
Perkiomen bridge. Good location. Ap
or rent

ply to
9-12.

J. P. ROBISON,
Collegeville, Pa.

or rent.
At very low rental a wheelwright
and blacksmith shop, old established
stand, prominently located. Address
(8-26) CALL BOX No. 2, Collegeville, Pa.

F

.
500 shocks of corn that will yield
F
over 500 bushels of ears. Price reason

E

3
XECUTOR’S SALE OF

P UBLIC SALE OF

REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1909, all the real
estate belonging to tbe late Reuben W.
Tyson, deceased, situate in Upper Provi
dence township, Montgomery county, Pa.,
consisting of a good farm of 45 acres, more
or less, near the borough of Royersford;
a desirable small farm of 14 acres,
{11j|jiff about one mile from Royersford,
■■■'■Land lot of four acres situate midI 'l f f l —ny between Royersford and
Trappe. All have good buildings and are
desirable properties.
Also, the following personal property of
said deceeased: Good cherry desk, 8-day
mantle clock, silver watch, good feather
bed, oil heater, bed spring, 2 long benches,
lot of stravy, apples and pears by the
tree, 5 shares Spring Garden Market
stock, 33 shares Girard Avenue Market
stock, one share Mingo Express Horse
Company.
NOTICE.—All the real estate and tbe
above personal property, as well as the
articles below, will be sold on the last
named place occupied by Abrm. Edelman.
Sale at 1 p. m., commencing with the
personal property. Conditions at sale.
' ELLWOOD W, TYSON, Executor.
Wayne M. Pierson, auct.
B. W. Dambly, clerk.
Also, the following articles: Good par
lor stove and pipe, 10 yards new carpet, 2
bedsteads, quilts, rocker, balf-doz. chairs,
spinning wheel, wool wheel, cotton wheel
and reel, lot of flax, cradle, breakfast
table, bench table, benches, good washtub, 2 wash boilers, 2 large trays, crock
ery, glassware and dishes, -new spade,
pair brass tongs, quilting frame and
screws, new wall pocket, 2-gallon stone
crock, white carpet rags, large roasting
pan, 2 stands, cork bed, besides other
articles. Conditions, cash.
ABRM. EDELMAN.

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1909, at Perki
omen Bridge hotel, 25 fresh cows and
springers direct from Centre county.
Gentlemen, I will have another load of
choice cows, well bred and big milk and
butter producers, for you to inspect.
Come and see for yourselves and bid on
your own judgments. The highest bidders
will buy the cows. Sale at 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
jp U B L IC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
135 SHOATS AND HOGS AND 15
COLTS.

$ £

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, SEPTEMBER 16, at Porr’s hotel,
Limerick, 15 fresh and springer cows, 15
colts, one and two years old, and 135
shoats and hogs weighing from 60 to 150
pounds. Gentlemen, you will all be inter
ested in this sale. The cows are choice,
the colts are well bred and will develop
into fine horses, and the shoats are fine
and in good thriving condition. All to
be sold for the high dollar, rain or shine.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
jp U B L IC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

o r sa le

able. Apply to
9-12-3t.
o r sa le

beyond the Mississippi. $1.50 to $3.00
each. PARKER’S POULTRY YARDS,
8-12.
Trappe, Pa.
.
*
Thirteen acres of woodland in Lim
F
erick township. For information address
o r sale

9-16.

BOX 100, Skippack, Pa.

.
Twenty-six second-hand school desks.
F
Apply to W. P. FENTON, Secretary,
or sa le

9-2.

Collegeville, Pa.

ANTED.
$3500 on first mortgage a t 5 per
W
cent, on substantially improved property
—desirably located and sure to increase
in value. For particulars apply at
9-2.
THIS OFFICE.

eport
OF THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE
K
VILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLE, IN

THE STATB OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS, SEPTEMBER 1, 1909.
.RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.............................. $143,940 60
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured. .. .
18 66
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 50,000 00
Premiums on U . S . Bonds..................... 1,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc.............................. 78,187 47
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,930 50
Due from National Banks (not reserve
agents)................................................
65 46
Due from approved reserve agents....... 14,866 00
Checks ana other cash Items.................
20 49
Notes of other National B a n k s............
666 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.............................................
71 57
Lawful Money Reserve In Bank, v iz:
S p ecie................................. $9,169 40
L egal'tender notes............ 1,110 00— 10,279 40
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent, of circulation)................ 2,500 00
T o ta l............................................. ....$310,445 16
L IA B IL IT IE S .
Capital stock paid In ..............
$50,000 00
Surplus fund............................................. 8,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid ........................................... 2,745 64
National Bank notes outstanding........ 50,000 00
Due to other National B a n k s............... 1,418 77
Due to T rnst Companies and Savings
Banks..............
691 27
Individual deposits subject to check.. .192,899 57
Demand certificates of deposit.............. 2,190 04
Bills payable. Including certificates of
deposit for money borrowed............ 2,500 00

T o tal................................................$310,446 15
State of Pennsylvania, County {
of Montgomery,
J“*
I, W. D. Rennlnger, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that tbe above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
W. D. RENNINOER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th
day o{ September, 1909.
G-. Z. VANDEKSLICE,

Notary Fublle.
My commission expires January 5,1913.
Correct—A ttest:
ISAIAH T. HALDEMAN,
JOHN D. FRANTZ.
MILTUN B. BENNER,
Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.

O A A B U SH E L S OF SEED
4 U U
W H EAT FOR SALE.
Fultz Mediteranean and Harvest King
varieties. These are both prolific and
good milling wheats. Although this was
an off year for wheat in this section, six
acres of these wheats produced over 200
bushels of clean wheat—over 33 bushels
per acre—while most of the wheat in this
quarter did not average more than from
15 to 25 bushels per acre. Price $1.25 per
bushel.
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
9-2.
Lower Providence, Pa.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Mary A. Casselberry, late
of Upper Providence township, Montgom
ery county, Pa., deceased. Notice is here
by given that letters testamentary upon
the above estate have been granted to the
undersigned. All persons indebted to
said estate are requested to make immedi
ate payment, and those having. legal
claims against the same, will present them
without delay in proper order for settle
ment to
RICHARD J. CASSELBERRY,
Executor, Oaks, Pa.
Or his attorney, A. H. Hendricks,
Collegeville, Pa.
8-12.

E

CIDER M A K IN G
—AT—

The cider-making machinery of large
capacity at the Collegeville Mills will be
in operation on
W EDNESDAY

REAL ESTATE!
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias,
issued out of tbe Court of Common Pleas
of Montgomery county, to me directed,
will be sold, a t public sale, on WEDNES
DAY, OCTOBER 6, 1909, at 1 o’clock p.
m., in Court Roomr No. 1, at the Court
House, in the Borough of Norristown,
said county, the following described real
estate:
All that certain messuage and tract of
land situated in Upper Providence town
ship, said county, to wit: Beginning a t a
corner of lands now or late of John H.
Longaker, near the run, bounded by the
same, and a public road leading froth
Areola to Phoenixville, lands now or late
of Joseph Miller, C. D. Heebner, and
others, containing two acres and fourteen
perches of land, more or less. The improvements are a two and onehalf story stone and frame dwelll1i>iHs|Ling house, 32 ft. 6 in. by 16ft. One
iLyUlSBstory frame kitchen, 14 ft. 6 in. by
10 ft. Three rooms on first floor, and
three on second. Porch front, and cellar.
Frame barn, 26 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in., stabling
for three horses. Wood house, chicken
house, wagon house, and other outbuild
ings.
Seized and taken in execution as the
property of Leonard Smith, Mortgagor,
Joseph C. Smith, Emma Howard, Leonard
C. Smith, Horace C. Smith, Leroy Knerr,
Mabel Blanche Knerr, and Frank D.
Knerr, real owners, with notice to Joseph
H. Stearly. in possession, and to be sold
by
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY,
Sheriff.
Down money, $75.00.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Septem
ber 11, 1909.

AND

TH U R SD A Y
of every week from now until the close of
the season. Prompt and effective service.

175 SHOATS AND PIGS.

&P

«

Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1909, a t Longaker’s Limerick Centre hotel, a lot of
choice fresh cows and 175 shoats and pigs
of good stock and ali in first-class thriv
ing condition and selected by myself.
Here is your opportunity to buy cows that
will make you dollars and shoats and pigs
that will pay you well to feed. Sale a t
1.30. Conditions by
J. D. McMALIP.
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
SALE OF LEBANON
COUNTY
P UBLIC

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
DAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1909, at Porr’s
hotel, Limerick, one carload of fresh cows
and two stock bulls from Lebanon county.
Mr. Dinglich, the experienced cow buyer,
writes: “This is one of the best lots of
cowsever shipped to Montgomery county.”
Remember this opportunity, farmers. Sale
at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
JONAS FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

P UBLIC SALE OF
Standing Corn!

Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, SEPTEMB ER 18, 1909, on the farm
of the estate of D. H. Allebach, in the
borough of Collegeville, EIGHT ACRES
of GOOD CORN by the row. Also two
REAL ESTATE!
fresh cows. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
tions by
A. T. ALLEBACH.
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias,
L, H. Ingram, auct.
issued out of the court of Common Pleas
of Montgomery county, to me directed,
will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES
DAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1909, at 2 o’clock
A Wonderful Lamp!
m., in Court Room No. 1, at the Court
ouse, in the borough of Norristown, The Wonderful Incandescent Kerosene
said county, the following described real Lamp affords a brighter light than elec
tricity or acetylene.
estate:
All that certain messuage and tract or
ABSOLUTELY SAFE.
piece of land situate in Lower Providence
NO WICKS TO TRIM.
township, said county, to wit:
NO SMOKE, NO SMELL.
Beginning at a corner of this and land
Cost, 1 cent for eight hours. On dem
now or late of James Peters and Isaac
Wanner, bounded by- said Wanner’s land onstration and for sale at
and lands now or late of John Reiff, a
S IP P L E ’S STO RE, T ra p p e, P a .
public road leading from Evansburg to
Tyson’s mill, lots now or late of John
Kratz, and others, containing twentyeight (28) acres and thirty-eight (88)
perches of land.
Also, all that certain messuage, and lot
or piece of land, situated in said town
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
ship, beginning at a stone, a corner of
Isaac Wanner and John Ueiff’s land,
in Norristown,
bounded by the same, and land uow or
late of Isaac Mester, Levi Reiner, and a
— HAVE O PENED A ----public road leading from Evansburg to
Landis’ mill, containing nineteen (19)
acres and sixty-eight (68) perches, more
or less. Excepting and reserving, how
ever, out of the above first described lot,
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
all that certain lot which Martha N.
Mester and Isaac Mester, her husband, A nd a r e now R ea d y to RENOconveyed unto Francis D. Brewster. See
VATE CLOTHING IN A
Deed Book No. 476, page 313.
The improvements are a 2% story stone
FIRST-CLASS
dwelling house, 27 ft. 6 inches by
DAN N ER .
****B l ^ ft.; 2 rooms on each floor; 2%
» story frame addition 14 ft. 6 in. We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
i l*IHWby 14 ft. 6 in., one room on each ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
floor; garret and cellar; double porch on ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
side. Springhouse, outbuildings. Three ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a very reason
wells on premises. Frame barn, 38 ft. 6 able rate, and guarantee to do first-class
in. by 24 ft., stabling for one cow and work. We also make suits to order, to
three horses. Frame wagon house at the very latest style. Goods called for
tached to barn, 36 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft. Frame and delivered.
chicken house; frame corncrib.
Seized and taken in execution as the
property of Irvin B. Reinert, Mortgagor,
and Isaac Owen, real owner, and to be
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
sold by
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY,
. Sheriff.
O T H E BO NDH O LDERS OF
Down money, $100.00.
T H E MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., August
R A P ID TRANSIT CO.
24, 1909.
The undersigned have constituted them
selves a protective committee and invite
T h e 13th A n n u a l A u tu m n L ea r various holders of the bonds issued by the
E x cu rsio n to th e
Montgomery County Rapid Transit Com
pany to deposit their bonds with said
committee, who, acting under the advice
of counsel, will afford all the protection
possible against such course and action as
—ON—
will lead to a sacrifice and destruction of
the property upon which said bonds are
Saturday, October 9,1909, secured.
We warn all holders of bonds against
under the auspices of the Topton Lutheran depositing them with the Bankers Cor
Orphans’ Home via. Phila. & Reading poration Company, of Reading, Pa., or
Railroad.
any committee representing or acting in
its behalf, as we are satisfied its interests
are against the protection of bondholders.
are prepared to receive the deposit
Capt. Jas. A. Long will appear at High ofWe
bonds and issue for them proper re
Water Mark and talk upon the great bat ceipts.
tle, its heroes, and its thousands of monu
NICHOLAS H. LARZELERE, ESQ.,
ments and tablets which President Lincoln
and later Presidents have dedicated.
C o u n sel fo r C o m m it t e e .
Lunch cars filled with egg, chicken,
JOHN F. LEDERACH,
tongue, ham and cheese sandwiches. We
ALVIN C. ALDERFER,
can feed every student in Ursinus College,
and the eight normal schools, including
DANIEL M. ANDERS,
the Keystone Normal School.
C o m m itt ee .
WALT. B . B E E B E B , C h a irm a n ,
Note:—The bonds can be delivered to
John F. Lederaeh, Lederacbville, Pa., or to
Kutztown, Pa.
Alvin C. Alderfer, Harieysville, Pa., or to
H . W . S ch ick , S ec’y,
Daniel M. Anders, No. 31 Boyer Arcade,
Reading, Pa,
9-16.
Norristown, Pa.
7-22
j^ H E R IF F ’M SALE OF

&

St* Alieva Brothers

Branch Shop in Collegeville

ALLEVA BROTHERS, Collegeville, Pa.

T

Battlefield of Gettysburg

Round Trip, $1.75. Children, 90 Cents.

CO LLEG EVILLE M ILLS.

TUESDAY,

S H E R I F F ’S SALE OF

R. F. PARKS,
Trappe, Pa.

F A limited number of R. C. Brown
Leghorn cock birds, received direct from

a*

4
cltement lent to her cheeks when she
came in to the Sunday dinner a red
ness that was increased by the warmth
of the day.
This Sunday meal was a dinner to
She Got a Chance to Turn the conjure with. The boarders ate and
praised, and Mrs. Murdoch was just
Title on Her Accuser.
leaning back in her chair when the
husband of the lady who wore the red
tea gown burst upon the scene.
By TEMPLE BAILEY.
He went straight up to Mrs. Mur
(Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary
doch and thundered, “W hat have you
Press.]
Patricia and the professor were the been saying about me to my wife?”
Mrs. Murdoch turned pale. Never
last to leave the breakfast table.
“So Mary Morris and Williston are before had her sins of gossip been
brought home to her. “Nothing,” she
engaged.” the professor remarked. stammered.
“Everybody Is talking about It.”
“You have told enough to make her
Patricia looked up a t him, startled.
unhappy, to make her accuse me—me.
“Why, it’s a secret!”
What right had you?”
The professor shrugged his shoul
Mrs. Murdoch took refuge in the ex
ders. “Nothing is a secret when it is cuse of the weak. “Well, I was told”—
“Who told you?" His black eyes
once told, and the news came from
swept the board.
our landlady.”
The eyes of the six spinsters met bis
“Mrs. Murdoch? Why, l.to ld Mrs.
Murdoch,” Patricia confessed. “She serenely. Not from them had come the
asked me such direct questions that I first telling of the tale.
But Patricia flushed, as the innocent
couldn’t easily evade, but I never
will at times with the memory of for
dreamed she would tell.”
“And Mary Morris never dreamed mer sins upon them. The flush caught
th a t you would tell,” the professor re Mrs. Murdoch’s desperate eye.
marked. “That’s the way all gossip
“I t seems to me th at I heard it from
Miss Patricia," she murmured.
begins.”
“I think,” said Patricia, flaming, “that
“Oh!” Patricia gasped, but before
you are very unpleasant to call it gos she could say more the professor was
sip.”
on his feet.
“Do you know the name we have for
“I think you must take that back,
little girls who talk too much?” he Mrs. Murdoch.” His voice was stern.
asked her gravely.
“Miss Patricia is Incapable of such a
She shook her head.
thing: I think every one here will
"Tattle-tale,” he told her.
agree to that.”
“Oh,” she flung out, “how rude you
“Well,” Mrs. Murdoch evaded, “you
are!” Then her lip quivered. “You are know she told me about Mary Morris'
horrid to make me so uncomfortable!” engagement.”
When Patricia’s lip quivered it was
“Because you wormed it out of her,
time for a mere man to lay down his and she was too truthful to be able to
weapons, and the professor was be- evade”—the professor’s tones cut like
ginning hurriedly. “I didn’t mean,” steel—“and I am sure that if this gen
when Mary Morris appeared a t the tleman will investigate the stories he
door.
has heard he will find th at your source
“Oh, Patricia,” she reproached, “did of information was outside, of the
you tell Mrs. Murdoch?”
house, but th at within the tale has
“Yes," Patricia admitted, “I did, but been spread by you, and you alone.
2 didn’t think she would repeat it,
“And now,” he proceeded, “I would
Mary.”
suggest that you apologize to Miss
“And I didn’t think you would,” Patricia at once or I shall feel com
Mary condemned. “I thought you pelled to give you notice, and I am
could keep a secret, Patricia.”
sure that others will follow. One can
“Oh, Mary!” Patricia’s tone was dis not afford to live where one is likely
tressed.
to be held up in this way.”
“I thought I could tru st you, Patri
Mrs. Murdoch’s eyes glanced warily
cia.” And away she went, and P a about the table, saw that popular
tricia delivered a passionate opinion to opinion was with the professor and
the professor.
surrendered.
“Nobody seems to think th at I should
“Oh. of course,” she said, “I was
have bad to lie to evade Mrs. Mur- mistaken. It wasn’t Miss Patricia.’
“Thank you,” the professor said
gravely, “and now, as we have only
our coffee to forego, I would suggest
th at your boarders withdraw while
you satisfy this gentleman as to the
source of your information.”
He stalked out a t the head of a long
line, consisting of Mary Morris and
Williston and the six spinsters and,
a t the very end, Patricia.
When they reached the hall there
was a little hubbub of comment and
of laughter, under cover of which the
professor said to Patricia, “I’d have
knocked her down if she had been a
man.”
Patricia’s eyes were shining. “Oh,”
she said, “how good you were to de
fend me before all those people!”
“It wasn’t entirely unselfish,” the
professor admitted. “I hoped I might
win forgiveness.”
And Patricia accorded it, and they
went for a walk together in the beautj
of the autumn twilight, and when
they came back they were engaged.
“I am going to tell everybody,” the
professor declared.
Patricia’s eyes flashed their delight,
but her,lips were mutinous.
“Tattle-tale!” she teased and ran from
him, laughing, to the shelter of her
“TATTLE-TAIiE!” SHE TEASED AMD BAN room.
FHOK HIM, LAUGHING.

THE TATTLE-TALE.

doch’s questions. She ju st wormed it
On Keeping a Diary.
out of me, and 1 can’t evade like some
Everybody has heard of Mark
people.”
Twain’s caricature of a diary, “Got
The professor rose and came around up, washed and went to bed,” and to
to her. “You know I wouldn’t hurt Some people that fling covers the sum
you for the world.”
and substance of diaries. They don’t
“But you have hurt me,” Patricia keep any. Much, however, may be
sobbed, “and I wish you’d go away. I said for the diary. I t might some
don’t want to speak to you any more— times come handy to know where you
to you or to Mary Morris or—any were and what you were doing on a
body!”
certain day, though there may be a dif
Then she fled from the dining room, ference of opinion about the advantage
and the professor had to take his pun of such knowledge generally. How
ishment, for Patricia refused to make ever, we think any well intentioned
up. She did not stay for the after life can stand a record of its daily do
breakfast chat that had become so ings, and, whether of value or not,
'much to the professor. And after din such a record becomes increasingly
ner she shut herself in her room and interesting with advancing years. A
could not be coaxed down to sing the man of our acquaintance, a young
Irish melodies that had been the de lawyer, wa3 asked, “If you don’t keep
light of the boarders. \
a diary, how do you know what you
“It’s too bad,” the professor said in
were doing last year?” He answered,
a worried way to Mary Morris.
“Yes,” Mary agreed, “but I can’t do “I don’t want to know what I was doanything with her. I went to her with I ing last year.” W hat this worthy
tears in my eyes and begged pardon, young lawyer said facetiously may be
b u t she said that you and I were just felt by some seriously. There are
alike; that we had judged.her—and she lots of days that people would be glad
to forget, and diaries, of course, make
iwould abide by our judgment.”
“Poor little Pat!” said the professor, us remember. Here’s a good rule for
young lawyers, facetious and other
tenderly.
He didn’t like to say how much he wise, and also for all kinds and condi
missed her, the little friend whom he tions of men. in Newark and every
had come to know in the big boarding where else:
Don’t do anything you can’t write
house.
On Saturday he sent her some up in a diary.—Newark News.
flowers—pansies tied with pale purple
ribbon, with a little card, “For
Cruel.
thoughts.” And Patricia had sent him
The would be prima donna paced the
a perfunctory little note of thanks floor with nervous emotion. “Julian,”
and had not worn the pansies. How she suddenly demanded, “what opera
could he know that she had slept with do you think would do justice to my
them against her cheek and had press voice?”
ed two purple ones in her Testament?
And Julian, the manager, tugged at
It was all very unpleasant and ud- his black cigar and responded sar
happy, and it might have lasted long donically:
e r if it had not been for Mrs. Mur
“Ah, madam, it would be a pleasure
doch.
to hear you in the great anvil chorus.
T he big landlady told one day a bit Your voice would make the blacksmith
of scandal. I t related to the hus scene perfect.”
band of a meek little woman who al
“And the connection between my
ways appeared a t the breakfast table voice and a blacksmith, sir? ’
In a red tea gown.
“The heavy rasp in it, madam—the
Mrs. Murdoch, having breathed her { heavy rasp.”
precious bit of news into the ears of
And then Julian escaped from the
a half dozen spinsters, rejoiced in the , greenroom just in time to dodge ■
flurry of exciting comment. And ex- ' elided chair.—Chicago News.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
THE T E A S E L

THE CAMERA.

STHOISTGE,

A Queer Plant With Water Traps For 8ome of the Wonderful Things df
Thoroughly Equipped,
Its Insect Victims.
Which It Is Capable.
Among common plants there are few
The camera, which divides time into
more remarkable than the teasel. thousandths of a second and records Conservatively Managed
There is little doubt, says a well in the impressions of each, makes perma
formed natural history contributor to nent pictures of events which pass too
the London Chronicle, th at the teasel quickly for the dull human retina to
is as much a flesh eating organism as recognize. It is only through tke cam W e offer yon S a fety , G ood I n 
any spider that ever spun a web.
era that the motions of the wings of
te r e s t, a n d a ll R e a so n a b le
Moreover, its method of securing its flying birds and of the legs of swift
A cco m m o d a tio n s.
victims, though quite as ingenious as running animals have been analyzed.
th at of the spider, is much more com To the camera the fuzzy drivers of the
prehensive as well as more efficacious. swiftly speeding locomotives stand Our record is one of conservatism, energy,
Not only does this extraordinary plant out clear cut and stationary, while
courtesy and steady progress.
capture all species of flies and ffliats. each flying drop of rain in the driven
great or small, but caterpillars, slugs, storm is distinct and seems frozen in Our service will please you.
wood lice and the like are all frequent its place. The tarpon fisherman, fa
victims.
miliar with the first wild leap of the
How this is brought about forms one frenzied fish as it casts hook and bait
of the most wonderful Incidents in na fifty feet in the air, sees first in the
ture’s fascinating story of the year. finished picture the outstretched gills,
The spider weaves her net of the finest the convulsive opening and closing of
DeKalb and Main Sts.
silk; the teasel makes her snare out which had escaped his eye, however
of dewdrops. The plant grows up closely he may have looked for it.
straight as a church spire, throwing
Often the eye of the camera will de
out its leaves in pairs a t intervals up cipher documents of which the writing
the juicy green stem. The twin leaves had been substantially obliterated by
E E D S .
unite a t their base to form a deep age, and I have successfully copied S
cup, and the leaves are so contrived with the camera the utterly faded pho
th at the moisture precipitated on them tograph of a classmate of forty years
runs down Into this reservoir.
previous and thereby been enabled to Clover,
A well developed plant will thus present to a grizzled veteran a like
Timothy,
catch and hold in four or five of these ness of his curly haired youth.
w ater traps a full half pint of liquid, Changes in the pigment of the skin
and the heat of the sun appears to undiscoverable by the eye appear with
Lawn Grass,
evaporate so little of it th at the cups distinctness on the sensitive plate, and
will be brimming even at the close of it is said th at ample warning of ap Garden and Flower Seeds
a hot June day. The smooth, steep proaching disease has been thereby
leaves all lead down into these pits, given.
and their gradient gets sharper as the
By means of the invisible rays lying
water-is approached.
beyond the violet of the spectrum ob
Thus the teasel’s victims are made jects may be photographed in the dark
to “walk the plank” to their death, and ness and, with the aid of the so called
OF ALL KINDS.
onpe in the w ater there is no hope of X rays, through substances otherwise
return. They soon drown, and every opaque. When from the darkness of
teasel well has at its bottom a layer night and storm the forked lightning
of slime formed by their disintegrated flashes, the camera makes a vivid and
bodies.
permanent picture of each fiery trail.
It is of course difficult to prove Creatures th at travel by night can be
th at this deposit is absorbed by the “caught” in the brief blaze of a mag
plant as nutriment, but careful dis nesium charged pistol, the flash of
section will shod' at the base of each which is of too short duration for the T h e N . H. Benj a m in Go.
cup a ring of apertures—sink holes, in creature to move or the dull human
fact—which lead into the substance of eye to recognize the subject.—A. W. Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
the stem and the presence of which Dimock in Van Norden’s.
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
affords little room for doubt on the
matter.
MILL SUPPLIES.
JAPAN A •LAND OF
. COLOR.
DRIVING A N A IL
Farms of Two or Three Acres Divided
Into Many Tiny Fields.
P H ffiS IX V ILLE, PA.
More to It Than Simply Hammering It
Land is so scarce in Japan and the
Into the Wood.
people so numerous that a farm rarely Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
One who thinks th at the driving of a consists of more than an acre or two.
nail consists simply in getting the These little farms are divided up into
whole length of it out of sight has tiny fields. During the season of the
little conception of the real nature of year in which we made our journey one
the operation, says the Scientific Amer of these fields was filled with sprout
ican. A nail driven by an expert will ing barley, light green in color; anoth
often hold several times as much as er field, perhaps the next, with vetch,
ATTRACTIONS AT
.one ill driven, while, too, it is often a lavender colored, cloverlike fodder;
made to draw the parts into place. If a neighboring field with a dark green
you have ever watched a mechanic grass from the seed Of which a lamp
driving nails you have doubtless noted oil is manufactured; another with the
th at he rarely drives one a t right pale yellow flowers of the mustard,
angles with the face of the work. and scattered here and there fields
There is a reason for this. Suppose that filled with what looked like a variety
he is nailing the “sheeting” on the of lily, some white, some red, some
T IR -A JP U P E .,
frame of a building and desires to yellow, but all equally brilliant.
draw the board down tightly against
Then to get the complete picture you
the one below it. He points the nail must imagine patches of flowering
downward, and a few well considered azaleas dotting the roadside; towering, DRESS GOODS, LAWNS, PERCALES,
blows at the last produce the desired round topped camellia trees breaking
GINGHAMS, LACES, EMBROID
effect. If the board is bent edgewise, so the sky line with frequent splashes of
ERIES,
LADIES’ AND GENTS’
th at much force is required, probably bright green; usually in the shade of
he will start the nail in the upper edge, these trees houses with white plastered
FURNISHING GOODS, SUMMER
pointing very sharply downward. walls and red tiled roofs; about the
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.
Again, two nails driven in a board at more pretentious of these houses white
different angles will hold it in place plastered walls, above which appeared
much more firmly than the same nails a profusion of palms, roses and strange
Ladies’ and Gents’ OXFORD SHOES in
would if they were driven at right native flowers, and in the doorways
tan and black. Full line of FREED’S
angles with the face of the board.
of the garden walls kimono clad Japa
Did you ever notice th at in driving - nese girls, the kimonos as many and SHOES for men, women and children.
a nail in very hard wood one man will as gayly colored as the garden that
do it successfully, while another suc framed them.
SUMMER LAP ROBES and COOLERS.
ceeds only in doubling the nail up be
I have traveled in but one other
fore the point has fairly entered the country that is so gayly colored, and
wood? The difference lies in the fact that was some few years ago, when, in
Sporting Goods—Balls, bats, gloves,
th at the expert strikes the nail fairly the company of a number of other croquet sets, &c.
and not too hard, “coaxing” it in, youngsters and an evil smelling magic
while the other strikes too hard and lantern. I used to make frequent visits
with indirection. It may be properly to the Land of Primary Colors.— THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT is
mentioned right here that in driving George MacAdam in Outing Magazine. complete in varied assortments of every
thing in sugars, syrups, coffees, teas
a nai! into very hard wood it is usual
dried and canned fruits, &c., &c.
ly profitable to dip the end in oil or
Gooc’ Kitchen Company.
grease. This will not sensibly inter
One housewife in this town doesn't
fere with the holding qualities of the
W A.LL PAPER in many patterns.
nail, while it will be found to very know anything about the servant prob
Paints,,
oils, hardware, wire fencing, and
lem,
at
least
so
much
of
It
as
has
to
materially facilitate its driving.
do with the keeping of. a maid of all to on. Examine our Pittsburg poultry
work, the quality of such service not and garden fence.
His One Good Trait.
being counted. This is because her
Loafer-C an yer spare us a ’a’penny. servants always become devoted to her
mate?
Good qualities and right prices a t
because of her brightness and mag
Workingman—Wotcher w ant a ’a’pen nanimous t-eatment of them. Having
ny for?
only the one servant of doubtful skill
Loafer—Cos I got one, and I wants and accomplishments, this housewife
another for the price of ’arf a pint.
has to speDd a good deal of time in
TRAPPE, PA.
Workingman—Ever done a day’s her own kitchen. The other day Julia
work in yer life?
expressed her appreciation this way:
Loafer—No, guv’nor, cawn’t say as I
“Miss Fanny, yo’ ce’tinly is good
’ave.
kitchen eomp’ny.”—Louisville Times.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
Workingman—Well, yer never done a
pore bloke out of a job, anyway: ’Ere’s
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Two Hamlets.
yer ’a’penny.—London Punch.
Sir Beerbohm Tree and Wilson Bar
rett gave London their production of
Those Useless Questions.
“Hamlet” almost, contemporaneously.
“Billy, did you ever pick up a live A well known wit who was asked his
trolley wire with your bare hands?”
opinion of the dual, Hamlets non
TRAPPE, PA.
“Many a time.” .
chalantly made answer: “Tree’s Ham
“Didn’t it give you a shock?”
let is funny without being vulgar,
“Give me a shock? It killed me dead but Barrett’s is vulgar without being
every time.”—Chicago Tribune.
funny.”

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks
The same water is used over
and over again to operate

Hot Water and
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and
very
durable.

Norristown Trust Co.

G A R D E N TOOLS

Poultry and Fence Wire.

N o . 2 0 6 Bridge St.,

Brownback’s Store

E. G. Brownback’s Store,

ONE OF T H E VERT
B E ST BO ILER S ON
T H E M ARKET.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
ID EA L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and ereet the
F R E E D BO ILER S — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

J . H . BOLTON,
44.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables tbe proprietor
to.know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

#
1

i

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will And what you want at the
right price.

§ii

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are'among the
specialties.

i

§

n

m
m
m

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

After Him.
Aunt Crabbe—I think it is my duty
to tell you that I have heard from
several sources th at Mr. Brown is a
very fast young man! Daisy—Fast as
he is, I shall catch him yet, auntie!—
London Fun.

Her Doings.
“His wife made a fool of him.”
“W hat reason have you for saying
that?”
“ I have his own word for it.”
“Get out!”
have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
“I ht^ye. He says th at all he is he anI will
undertaker of many years’ experience,
owes to his wife.”—Houston Post. .
and shall spare no effort to meet the folleet
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
The Old Mistake.
W W ill meet trains at all Stations. Or
“De man dat answers a gold brick
circular,” said Uncle Eben, “makes de ders received by telephone or telegraph. -35
old mistake. Instead o’ tellln’ Satan
to git hehind ’im, he thinks he kin git
Sales advertised in the I n d e 
ahead o’ Satan.”—Washington Star.

Very Close.
Warden—How’s the campaign going
up your way? Sort of a close contest?
Sellers (gloomily)—Closest I ever saw.
Neither side is giving up a blamed
nant—Buffalo Courier.

On Oath.
The Court—You will swear th at the
prisoner stole your umbrella? The
Plaintiff—Your honor, I will swear
th at he stole the umbrella I was car
rying,.-—Cleveland Leader.

are sure to attract the
presence of bidders and buyers.
You can let all the people know
what you have to sell by adver
tising.
pe n d e n t
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COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
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T H E OLD ST A N D
E sta b lish e d • . 1879.

Undertaker > Embalmer

Diplomacy.
“But what made you irritate her fa
ther?”
“I had to do i t I wasn’t any too
popular with the girl until her father
forbade me the house.”—Louisville
Courier-Journal.

i

i

Choice Bread
AND

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Dead Animals

Removed

FR EE OF CHARGE*
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, U-L.

Geo. W . Schweiker,
P R O V ID E N C E S Q U A R E , PA.

G

Posters Printed at
tbe Indepeudeat Offlse-

et yocb

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville Grist Mills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do our custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.

T

w een

H

a t s

5

Made by J. Moores & S ods,
Deaton, England,

LEAD in STYLE, made in

I

H A LF SIZES, and guaranteed The Message That W as Read
nf the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers Qf the this county, are of the
After the Ceremony W as Over.
opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their to FIT ALL HEADS without
opinion
O ar S to c k In c lu d e s *
stretching or padding. Sold by
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
By HOPE DARING.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of

Bran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some

WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
« MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
SUCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
jig - Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.

F. J. G L A M E R , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

$ 3 9

T X 7 " I1 1 B u y

One O f Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

us exclusively.

Spring1Hats
----- TO —

Fit All Heads
The “Tween Hat” is made
in “tween” sizes—half sizes.
Every head can be fitted with
out stretching or padding the
hat. It’s the most comfortable

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a one- stiff hat made.
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
’with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes,
Dunlap Hats, $3.50 to $5.
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every Stiff Hats, $1.50 to $3.50.
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap Soft Hats, 50c. to $5.00.
proval of the purchaser before payment is required.

$ 3.50

(Copyright, 1909, by Associated L iterary
Press.)

An automobile stopped before Los
Olives, the country home of the Hun
ters. Mrs. Joyce Hunter rose and went
out on the veranda to meet the young
couple who were ascending the s^teps.
“Did you enjoy your ride, Carol,
sweetheart?”
“Oh, it was divine! Paradise can be
no fairer than San Gabriel valley
In early April. The fragrance of the
orange groves is overpowering, and
their fences are w r ith e d with roses.
Why, I never dreamed there were so
many roses In all the world! The
mesa is a flame of red-gold poppies,
the rosy mist of the apricot orchard
slopes up to the gray-green of the olive
wood and—Joyce, what Is It?”
“W hat Is It, Joyce?” repated Ronald
Strang, Carol’s companion.
“I t Is not the poetry our dear little
brown eyed maid has been talking.

GEO. F. C L A M E R ,
i-i2.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

UNUSUAL

Carriage and Wagon Building,
R e p a ir in g o f a ll k in d s w ill be
d o n e a t r e a so n a b le p r ic e s.
R ubfoer-T iriug a s p e c ia lly .

HOLD ON T H E R E !
Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
s chance to estimate on your wants. We
ire certain to give you entire satisfaction
u to the Lumber Itself and its delivery.

Have now on hand for sale: '2 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, Just remodeled.
1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H . GRATER,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone.

Collegeville Livery and
Boarding Stable

$ 1 5 .0 0
Suits that are extraordinary
values and that we believe can
not be matched under $18.00.
Pure worsted in the new shades,
ENVELOPE AND BEAD
hand - tailored, non - breakable SHE TORE OPEN THE
ALOUD.
fronts, hand-made buttonholes Carol, there Is a telegram from your
Uncle James.”
and perfect fitting. Come to “A telegram!” cried both Carol and
in one breath.
day and inspect this unusual Roland
“A telegram, my children. I know
value.

?c May Save Y d a Dollar or Two, Also.

R. M. ROOT,

Come and see us.

W. H. GrRISTOCK’S SONS

221 H igb S tr e e t,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

THE E N T E R P R IS E

4K MARBLE 1fe

Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
First-class teams at reasonable prices.
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
I will have the teams to do the work.
Give me a call.

ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.

—AND—

G-ranite “W o r k s . When in Norristown, Pa..

POTTSTOWN, PA.

When you
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E FURNISHING GOODS you want
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full value for your
money. Kindly remember that

The Collegeville

STO P AT T H E

H. E. B R A N D T , - Proprietor.

Walnut Street and Seventh

R A M BO H O U SE ,
(Opposite Court House).
0O0----

Ave., Royersford, Pa.

I^gT ' First-elass Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

hbst - class w o r k ,

lo w pric es .

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable
Both English and German spoken---- 0O0----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

the

b e st

Furniture Store
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
QUALITY and VALUE; where
you can save the expense of trips to
larger towns or the city and fre
quently some cash besides in paying
for your purchases. It is always a
pleasure to show goods. Our stock
includes various styles of Furniture,
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
Linoleums.
CARPETS CLEANED and RELAID. REPAIRING and UP
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.

h a rn ess

MADE TO O R D E R .
bus?"8too,E of harness supplies, saddles,
*XK)*a’ blankets for summer and
RVD.rl 8tahle brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
AIRING OE HARNESS a specialty.
-° choice grade cigars. Special atten
d s to box trade.

W. E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
M °R R I8 T O W H
H ER A LD
B O O K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
® Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Numbern f ' B o o k s for Banks and Busfness
kJ*8*8, given special attention. Magazines
8n<* rePalring done quickly and
Aidresa R8timatefl cheerfully furnished.

Anyone sending a sket ch and description may
qnlckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
9pecial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Am erican.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffice.
SCO625,361Broadway,
NewYork
F 8t* Washington, D. C.

f 3All kinds of Job Print
ing tastefully executed at the
herald PUBLISHING COMPANY. Independent Office at reasona
ble prices. You patronage will
“scribe fe r T h e In d e p e n d i
be appreciated.
s ht p a g e s , 52 Nos., o n e dol

Furnishing Undertaker
and Embalmer.
Orders entrusted to my chaise will
receive the most careful and pains
taking attention.

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
’Phone No. 18.

J©*Tbe I ndependent’s eight pages
contain local ^nd general news, agri
cultural uotes, short stories and
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter. A copy every week for 52
weeks, $1.00.

other thing th at they might have which
could be utilized for a wedding.
The call was met gladly. It was not
only that the colony had marly things
In common, but the merry little eastern
girl had won all hearts. It would be He W as a Cruelly and Malevo
delightful to have her safely married
lently Maligned Frenchman.
to one of their number.
“Pray don’t ask me to waste my
breath telling you why,” Joyce gasp
ed. . “Explanation will come in due NOT A MURDEROUS MONSTER.
time. A little lower, Carrie, please.
Now, Maurice, remem oer that you are He Had Matrimonial Misfortunes, It
to run into Los Angeles and bring
Is True, but He Seems to Have Been
out the Rev. Alexander Hunt, who is
the Only One Who Came to Grief on
to perform the ceremony; ten yards of
Account of Them—His Tragic End.
No. 7 white satin ribbon, a corkscrew
and a freezer full of ice cream.”
The supposedly detestable Bluebeard,
The arrangements were completed. the monster of murderous polygamy,
Ju st as the clock in the hall struck the very name of the ogre into whose
9 some one struck up a wedding mouth one used, If one could. In child
march, and the bridal couple descend
ed the stairs. . The front parlor was hood’s happy hour, to throw India rub
a bower of white, golden centered ber balls, was in truth a man who has
Cherokee roses. Long sprays of them been as cruelly and malevolently ma
made an arch on th at side of the room ligned by history as Nero, Richard III.,
where the clergyman stood waiting, Macbeth, tutti quanti. So says M.
and the carpet was strewn with Anatole France—and pray who can
snowy petals for Carol’s white satin speak with higher authority on the
real facts of faery?—in “Les Sept
slippers to tread upon.
The bride was arrayed in a dainty Femmes de la Barbe-Bleue et Autres
white frock that had come home from Contes Merveilleux.” One knew al
the dressmaker only the day before. ready that Charles Perrault first wrote,
She wore her mother’s pearls on her in about 1660, the historical biography
neck and arms, orange blossoms in of Bluebeard, but one did not know
her belt and Mrs. Lankard’s wedding until now how deeply Perrault. prob
veil. The girl’s face was pale, but ably through false information, wrong
her eyes were clear and steady. The } ed the memory of an excellent and ill
young couple had no attendants. | (treated personage. From M. France
Harry gave the bride a y ay, and Joyce I we learn that M. Bernard de Montrahovered near, satisfaction and anxiety i goux, of old and noble descent, lived
in 1650 or thereabouts a t the ancestral
curiously blended upon his face.
As soon as congratulations were ! Chateau Les Guillettes, on his estates
over the wedding dinner was served, j between Complegne and Pierrefonds.
The menu was not along the conven- [ The castle, of frowning outward astional lines of wedding dinners, but Its | •pect, was Inside a treasure house of
excellency was surprising to the mas- ! taste and wealth. Its owner, contrary
to long existing tradition, wore no
culine part of the company.
“The fish the Gardeners sent up : beard, only a mustache and a little
from San Diego for our Sunday dinner . tu ft below the lower lip. He was
is excellent, is It not?” Mrs. Duke known through the countryside as
asked of her next door neighbor.
I Bluebeard because his hair was very
“Indeed it is. Was it not fortunate , black, and therefore his close shaven
that both Carrie and I planned to cheeks and chin were markedly blue.
have fruit salad for dinner tonight?” I He was a fine figure of a man who.
The dinner was hurried a little as i In spite of his manifest advantages as
the newly wedded pair were to motor a good match, did not get on well with
into town. That would enable them women of his own rank in life. This
to take a boat the next morning for was due to an incurable shyness on his
Santa Catalina island, where their part. Pleasant and pretty girls who
honeymoon was to be spent. While had been well brought up attracted
Carol and Ronald were upstairs ( him immensely, but also filled him
e
changing their clothes the Hunters with an Indescribable terror.
' The first notable result of this af
told the story of the telegram.
“Here, Carol! You must read your fliction was that the unfortunate or
uncle’s message before you start; you phan, for such he had been since his
really must, dear,” Joyce cried as thf early youth, incapable of making pro
bride descended the stairs, arrayed in posals for the hand of any of the at
tractive and high born ladies in the
her navy blue traveling suit.
“Very well. Nothing matters now,” neighborhood, married a certain Co
Carol said with a fond look at Ronald lette Passage, a fascinating girl in her
She tore open the envelope and reaa way, against whose character nothing
seems known, who was going round
aloud:
the country with a dancing bear.
New York, April 4.
My consent and blessing. Shall 1 come Things went well enough for a few
on for the wedding?
1 months, and then Colette, who had at
JAMES W HITE.
,
first reveled in being a lady of qual
ity, began to long for her old freedom.
Frog Industry In France.
;
It is in France that the frog was The longing became irresistible, and at
first generally used for food, and it it ; last she took her departure secretly '
in that country that the industry of with her justly beloved bear. It is
frog farming has been most largely , noteworthy that they made their es
developed. The green frog exists j cape by way of a room that had a door
abundantly throughout France wher-1 leading to what had been water
ever there are marshes, ponds or sedgy : meadows, and so to open country.
margins of rivers or bays that con- r Perrault called this room “le petit cab
tain fresh or slightly brackish water. | inet,” but it was also known as “the
The best outfit for frog raising is j wretched princesses’ room,” because
one or more shallow ponds or reser- j a Florentine painter had covered its
voirs filled with grasses and other w a -1 walls with the most lifelike figures of
ter plants. It should be so situated i Circe, Niobe and Procris. The tragic
that the water can be partially drawn ' effect of these paintings was enhanced
off so as to ’facilitate the labor of by the porphyry flooring of the room,
catching. If, as is often the case, the which suggested bloodstains.
Montragoux appeared inconsolable
pond already abounds in frogs they
are simply protected and left for a a t the disappearance, which was com
year or two to propagate. If food j plete, of Colette, his first wife, and
does not prove abundant the owner j doubtless his lot would have been far
throws in live earthworms, as the frog less unhappy if he had never tried to
Is a carnivorous animal and prefers , console himself. This, most unfor
the food, whether worms, larvae or tunately, he did by marrying one
' insects, fresh and in normal living con Jeanne de la Cloche, who turned out
dition. If no frogs exist in the water to be a violent dipsomaniac. Blue
, they are planted, either living or in beard was of a nature so kindly and
the form of eggs, which hatch when noble that, although in a fit of mad
the water becomes warm, in April.— passion she nearly killed him with a
kitchen knife, he continually hoped to
1 Popular Mechanics.
reclaim her by kindness. But one day
she strayed into the generally shut up
And Other Ladies.
|
After making out a list of its awards princesses’ room, took the painted fig
j of medals and prizes one of the juries ures for real people and was so terri
of the Paris exposition of 1900 decided fied that she rushed wildly into the
to celebrate the completion of its la open fields, tumbled into a deep pool,
bors by giving an informal little dinner and so was drowned.
So things went on, a new affliction
at which the members of the jury, rep
resenting many nationalities, could with each new wife, and in each case
meet far more agreeably as private in the final catastrophe was. associated
dividuals; hence it was decidedly un with the princessefe’ room. The climax
expected when, after they had reached to the unhappy career of the more
the stage o t coffee and cigars, the Brit than worthy and lovable Bernard de
ish member of the jury rose with great | Montragoux came with his seventh
solemnity and said, “Gentlemen. 1 pro wife, Jeanne de Lespoisse, cleverest
pose the health of her majesty the and most fascinating of a family of
utterly unscrupulous adventurers. No
queeh.”
This staggered everybody for a mo one knew anything about the supposed
ment; but. innate courtesy overcoming late husband of the mother. Of the
national prejudice, they quickly pulled two brothers, a dragoon and a musket
themselves together and drank the eer, one was a low rascal and a mere
sponge; the other lived on gaming and
toast with all the honors.
No sooner, however, had this been on the good nature of women to whom
accomplished than the American mem he made love. Anne, the sister. *was
ber rose and, poising his glass in the the incarnation of malicious cunning.
.Associated with this precious family
air, said simply. “And other ladles.”
Needless to say this equally unex was a certain Chevalier de Merlus.
pected toast was received with en who had a great deal to do with the
final tragedy of M. de Montragoux’s
thusiasm by all.
career. The nature of this tragedy
may be inferred, but it is curious that,
Easily Remedied.
|
An old lawyer who is a noted wit while Perrault represented Bluebeard
has for a partner another old fellow as taking a journey in order to lay a
who is very conservative and strait trap for his wife, the.fact was exactly
laced. Recently the wit remarked to opposite. Both before and after his
his partner that it was advisable to marriage he had heaped benefits on
employ a female stenographer in the ia.ll these wretches. When he was
office, maintaining that stenographers obliged to go away in the matter of
of that variety were much more sat an inheritance he gave all his keys
Iwithout reserve to his wife, warning
isfactory than males.
But the partner didn’t like the idea. Iher out of pure love against the un
| “My dear fellow.” he objected, “I happy associations of the princesses'
don’t think It would be proper. It iroom. As soon as he was out of the
wouldn’t do. wouldn’t do at all. You iway a trap was laid for him, and it
see. here I should be in the office was in th at very room that he was
hour after hour every day, quite alone most treacherously assassinated. The
•worst and the best of it was that M.
' with the young lady, and”—
“’Well,” observed the wit. with a de Merlus, after marrying the wealthy
twinkling eve. “couldn’t you holler?’’— widow, became an exemplary husband
and subject of the king.
New Orleans Times-Democrat.
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it is from him, as he sent one to H ar
ry, asking that if you were absent
from Los Olives it might be forward
ed to you. He must have sent it as
soon as he received the letters telling
of your engagement.”
Carol sank down upon one of the
porch chairs. Her fingers trembled as
they unwound the mass of chiffon in
which her head and neck had been
swathed.
“No, Joyce,” she cried, as her hostess
turned away. “There is no use bring
ing the message. 1-know that It for
bids my marriage to Ronald, so I will
not read it.”
Ronald Strang straightened his broad
shoulders. “Let us read the thing and
have it over with. What if he does
withhold his consent? Carol, surely
you will not give me up at the com
mand of an uncle and a guardian?”
The girl threw out her bands with a
despairing gesture. “When papa was
dying I promised him that I would
never disobey Uncle James.”
“The old tyrant! What reason can
he give for refusing us his blessing? 1
know I am not worthy of you. No
man is. I am a decent sort as men go.
I love you to distraction, and I’ve plenty of money to give you everything
you want.”
“You don’t know Uncle James. For
one thing he will say you are a Cali
fornian. Then I have known you only
since my arrival here to visit Joyce,
two months ago. He will declare that
I am too young and silly. There is no
use talking, Ronald, if I ever marry
yon it must be before I read the tele
gram.”
■There was a moment’s silence. The
mind of each one of the trio was grap
pling with rhe same question. It was
Ronald who spoke first.
• “You blessed archangel! Do you
mean tomorrow? You will never re
gret it. Carol.”
“Tomorrow!” - and Joyce Hunter
threw back her head. “Tomorrow may
be too late. The dragon uncle may ar
rive before then. It must be tonight.
Here comes Harry, my own ‘liege lord
and master born.’ and he is the best
band at arrangements.”
Caro[ began to sob. “Yes. I love
you. Ronald, but I—I want a wedding.
It may be ray only chance.”
“You precious lamb!” Mrs- Hunter
smoothed Carol’s disordered sunny
hair with one hand while she beckoned
to her husband with the other. “You
shall have a wedding, a full grown one.
Let me see. It is 3 o’clock, and we
can’t have the wedding later than 9.
Six hours is rather a short time, bn
things grow rapidly in Californl;
And th at telegram shall npt be read
until the w.edding is over.”
That was a busy afternoon not only
for the inmates of Los Olives, but
also for all who lived in the other half
dozen country houses near by. Tele
phones and automobiles were pressed
into serVice. Joyce asked her neighbors to give her their flowers and their
time, to lend her their servants, the
contents, of their refrigerators and anv
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS,

The Independent.

trial lasted only a day. The example of such
sw ift but orderly justice was good. There
was no spending of days over cross-examin
ing
of jurors, and challenges for all kinds of
PU B L ISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.
flimsy reasons, and dilatory motions and argu
COLLEGE VILLE, M ONTGOMERY CO. PA. ments. They were there to try the man on
the law and the evidence, and they got
through with it expeditiously. Bring these
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
men to trial at October term, D istrict At
torney Larzelere, unless the court grants
Thursday, September 16, 1909.
them a continuance for good reason.”

E. H. HARRIMAN
SINKS TO DEATH
Railroad King Succumbs After
Brave Struggle.

These Are Wonder Days
?---- 1 1ST---- -

->; DRY GOODS BARGAINS if
At This Old Reliable Stand,

Especially inDomestic Goods

FAMILY WERE AT BEDSIDE

Children’s Hosiery, good fast black, fine
During the two years and one-half of
quality, 16 cts., 19 cts., 25 cts. pair.
Commissioner Faust’s administration, up to
Death Came Peacefully and Hla Mind
and including June 15, 1909, 330 cases against
Retained Ita Integrity Almost to the
O C Sr- IN SH EET IN G S A N D P IL L O W CASES.
oleomargarine law violators in Allegheny,
End—Funeral Services to Be Held
Beaver, Fayette, Lawrence, Mercer, Wash
Full sized sheets, 81 by 90 inches, 65c. Much value in
Sunday Afternoon—Estimates of His
ington and Westmoreland counties, were
,
Fortune Vary^ From $50,000,000 to these.
$ 100,000 ,000 .
A p p l e s which were sent from Ohio to terminated, and fines amounting to $33,429.28
Pillow Cases, fine muslin, well made, 2 for 25 cents.
,
the Jamestown exposition are now being ex  were collected.
Edward H. Harrlman, the greatest
organizer of railroads the world has
A regular 50c. sheet, 72 by 90 inches, now 39 cents.
hibited at the State fair in Columbia. These
ever known, met the only lasting .de
T he United States Department of Agri feat of his active life at the hands of
apples have been on exhibition every year
FIN E BLEACHED MUSLIN, a yard wide, worth 10 cts.;
since 1907, being kept in cold storage between culture is conducting experim ents in the death. Secluded in his magnificent special at 8 cents a yard.
home on Tower Hill, at Arden. N. Y.,
manufacture of oil from potatoes, by the in and surrounded by the members of
exhibitions.
DAMASK TOWELS^ worth 30c.; special, 25 cents.
troduction of four varieties of coarse, heavy, his family, physicians and nurses, he
succumbed to an intestinal disorder
T hirty -two national banks were organ starch - producing potatoes from Moscow, after a fight against disease which will
rank for sheer grit with his remark
ized in August, or more than an average of Russia. These are sorts adapted to the able
struggles' In the financial world.
steppe
region
of
Russia,
and
are
believed
to
H e was sixty-one years of age. The
one a day. The total number of national
took place on Sunday, Inter
banks in the country is now 6998, with an au be promising for our Great Plains. It is funeral
ment being made in the Episcopal
hoped
that
these
potatoes
will
demonstrate
thorized capital of over $956,000,000 and an
cemetery.
N O R R I S T O W N . p>q#
Mr. Harrlman died peacefully, and
outstanding circulation of nearly$700,000,000. whether it will be profitable for our farmers
almost to the end his brilliant mind
to grow a special alcohol crop.
P robably Forester Pinchot overstates
the ease when he says that “the lines in this
country are being pretty closely drawn be
tween those who stand for good government
and those who stand for special privileges.”

5 $rendlinger's
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I t is amazing how very much a big
bunch of American knowables seem to know,
in the absence of evidence, about the move
ments and observations of Dr. Cook and Com
mander Peary. I t appears to be the inclin
ation of a portion of mankind to reach con
clusions'before listening to testimony.
A n inuendo from the Charleston N eVs
and Courier: We wonder if it would not be
entirely practicable to induce Mr. Roosevelt
to make a dash for the North Pole before he
returns to the United States. Anything that
would keep him out of the country a year or
two longer.
J ames J. H ill ’s advice to Canada not to
try to get immigrants who will have to be re
civilized might w ell be considered on this side
of the line. The United States can accom
modate, and needs a larger population, but
not an indigestible mass of offscourings from
Southern Europe.
As from 700 to 800 people are killed, twice
as many injured and an immense amount of
property destroyed by lightning every year,
Professor Henry, of the Weather Bureau,
thinks more attention should be given to pro
tection from lightning. The professor has
recently prepared a paper on this subject,
and it has been published as Farmers’ Bul
letin No. 367, of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, and will be sent free.

B y -laws of an association, to be legal,
ruled Judge Stevens in a case before the
Berks county court, must be adopted at a
meeting of the society where all members are
either present or given due notice to be pres
ent to vote on the adoption of the laws. “The
by-laws of an association,'” added Judge
Stevens, “are the rules of its permanent life.”
The case before the court was one that de
termined the illegality of by-laws adopted by
the Columbus Italian Society, without due
notice to its membership.
N ational pride is notoriously sensitive.
While Great Britain applauds Dr. Cook and
Commander Peary, both Americans, upon
their success in reaching the North Pole, the
British pursestrings promptly open and
empty out abot $200,000 to equip Lieutenant
Shackleton to make another attempt to reach
the South Pole. British pride must be t^ck'
led, and it will be better to have it tiekled
late than never. Lieutenant Shackleton ran
$70,000 in debt to g et an outfit for his previ
ous expedition. Our English cousins will not
permit the like to happen again.
F rom the Philadelphia Record: The apimosity toward Dr. Cook of certain people who
never saw him, but begrudge him his dis
covery of the North Pole, exhibits a strange
and forbidding trait of lower human nature.
What have these frivolous people in common
with such a character as Dr. Cook? They
certainly are not; of the stuff o f the man who
freely risked his life to gain the honor of dis
covering the North Pole. Since they are in
capable of such heroism, they ought to have
the decency at least to indulge in silence
their envy of the hero.

During the la st fiscal year the exporta
tions of automobile amounted to $6,000,000,
ann the importations fell below $3,000,000. I t
falls to the lot of the tariff tyrants to explain
why a protective duty is needed to protect
American automobiles in the home market
When death grips its subjects questions
when they are at the same time competing
as
to
wealth, poverty, or station in life, are not
successfully in the open market of the world.
T his is only one of numerous explanations tolerated. It grips the subject and the grip
settles the issue. Death it has no more re
looked for from the same quarter.
spect for prayer than for argument. HarriT he Springtown Weekly Times No. I, man, the noted railroad magnate who amassed
Volume X X V , appears in a new dress and many millions of dollars, and more commer
presents an attractive appearance.
This cial power than one man should be permitted
marked improvement in the Times, as well as to acquire in any country, had to die. There
its interesting contents, deserve the appreci was no escape for him; no postponement.
ation of all its patrons, as well as the praise Substantial evidences of the lavish expendi
of its contemporaries. The M essrs. H. S. ture of millions for the gratification of his
and H. H. Funk, father and son, and Mrs. H. ambition and tastes were mute and impotent
H. Funk—the literary wing of the combin in the presence of death. And it is well that
ation—have the congratulations of the I nde  death cannot be bribed by wealth and power.
pendent .

Commenting on the six Italians in the
county jail charged with the murder of
George Johnson, the Norristown Herald is
entirely in order in its suggestion to D istrict
Attorney Larzelere: “Detail your first a ssist
ant, Mr. McAvoy, exclusively upon this case
which he has already worked up with great
credit to your administration, to himself, and
to the ends of justice. R elieve hirp from all
other work at October term, and let him be
free to vigorously prosecute this case. Push
it to trial at October term. * * * j n Eng
land, not long ago, an influential E ast Indian
was tried within a month for deliberate mur
der, convicted, and hung in another month.
Everything was orderly and decent, and his

retained its integrity. After a relapse
on Sunday he sank steadily, and on
Thursday there came a relapse which
marked the approach of the end. His
wife, his two daughters, the Misses
Mary and Carol, and his sons, W alter
and Roland, who have been constantly
with him, assembled at the bedside,
and a carriage was hastily dispatched
for Mrs. Simons, whose home Is here
in Arden, three miles from the Tower
Hill mansion.
Driving hurriedly up the mountain
side, Mrs. Simons entered the great
silent house in time to be present at
her brother’s death. She Joined the

Spring and Summer HATS
A N D C A R S.
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styles25 and 50 Cents.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles to8! ’®oo
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats.
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.

All first-class stores

Tracey, : the Hatter,
10-11.

38 H. Main Street, Horristown, Pa.

YOU WANT TO BUY
SELL REAL ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give yonr
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Dollars at work earning interest are
32 E. Main Street,
servants making more dollars. Put
Norristown, Pa.
your idle money to work and keep it
busy. The

Idle
D ollars

Collegeville National Bank,
Safe, conservative, and'with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
you the opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars hustling and in
creasing your income.
EDWARD H. HARRIMAN.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De.
wife and children, who, with Dr. W.
posits.
G. Lyle, of New York, and Orlando
2 PERCENT, on Active Accounts.
Harriman, a brother, and the nurses,
formed a group at the bedside.
This bank appreciates the favors
While the polidy of reticence that
of
its
patrons and persists in giving
prevailed during Mr. Harrlman’s ill
the best service to all.
ness was maintained by most of his
relatives and associates after his
death, Orlando Harrlman, whose home
is in New York, discussed the funeral
arrangements briefly. He said that
Mr. Harriman would be buried in the
family plot in the little graveyard be
hind St. John’s Episcopal church at
Arden. He will rest beside his eldest
If you want a curiosity
son, Edward H. Harriman, Jr., who
died twenty-two years ago, soon after buy a flying machine.
th e family first come to Arden. The
service will be held a t 3.80 on Sunday But if you want Reliabil
afternoon and, it is understood, will be ity, select one of our w ell
strictly private.
Recent estimates of Mr. Harrlman’s known
“A m e r i c a n
personal wealth have varied all the
way from $50,000,000 to $100,000,000. W atches.” The Best in
He was, of course, a large holder of
securities of the various corporations the World for the Price.
with which he was identified, includ
ing in addition to the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific systems, over a
score of smaller or tributary proper
ties, not only in this country, but in
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
Mexico as well. Report credited him
with large personal holdings in the
16 E. Main Street,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa F s road,
Baltimore & Ohio, Delaware & Hud
son, Erie, Illinois Central, New York
Central and the Pacific Mail Steam
Opposite Public Square.
ship company. His holdings of Brook
lyn Rapid Transit stock and bonds
were very large a few years ago, and
these have probably been increased
In late years. He was reported to have
been the largest individual stockholder
in the Wells Fargo Express company,
which only recently acquired a virtual
monopoly of the express business in
Mexico.
AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable
prices, Including one new surrey.
An Eye to Business.
“Blgsbee is a terribly melodramatic
fellow, isn’t he? He said he’d drain
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
his heart’s blood for the woman he. upward. Pianos for rent.
loved. Do you think he meant It?”
“Why, I guess so. Blgsbee is agent HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.
for a drain and sewer pipe concern.”—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ELL STOCK OF
All He Knew.
Officer (to recruit who has missed
every shot)—Good heavens, man.
where are your shots going? Recruit Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
(tearfully)—I don’t know, sir; they left tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.
here all right!—London Punch.

A Curiosity.

J. D. SALLADE,

N O R R ISTO W N .

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

Conjecture , comment, and criticism ,
relating to Dr. Cook and Lieutenant Peary,
the explorers of the Arctic region, continues
throughout the country.
The majority
opinion recognizes the claims of both to the
North Pole, and clearly condemns Peary for
his repudiation of Dr. Cook’s statements.
Public sympathy is on Cook’s side and the
public’s considerate judgment is that a com
parison and analysis of the observations made
and data recorded by both Cook and Peary
m ust necessarily decide the issue, notwith
standing the various conflicting claims of the
admirers of the rival explorers. Commander
Peary as well as Dr. Cook will have to bring
his proofs before the world’s tribunal. Until
its final decision upon all the evidence both
M rs. F ra n c e s B a rre tt’s,
stand on the same footing, and both should
Habit is the deepest law of human
Main St ., N ear Station ,
be equally free from suspicion.
nature.—Carlyle.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

EN
W HOR

In P ocketOut of Pocket
YOU know how it is if you’re
carrying money around in your
pocket—bow often a greater
part is spent foolishly.
How much better it would
be to put a small sum in the
bank at regular intervals. The
interest we allow will cause
it to grow rapidly.

fee PetCeil fer EretyDai
Penn Trust Co.
Norristow n, Pa.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,
C o lle g e v ille , P»'

F irst - Class Bread,

Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance ol
the same.
CHARLES KBH1IT'
T ^ A V I D CULP, J R .,

Blacksmith and Horseshoef
at the old stand on Main Street,
ville. near Perkiomen Bridge All
of blacksmithing done. Horseshoeing
specialty.
'

Insure Yonr H orses^
against loss by death from disease or
dentin the L O W E R PROVIDE*!;.?
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE
Full amount of appraisement paid whe
occurs.
; .
I. Z. REINER, President.
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, EagleviHe.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
A p p r a is e r s :
THEO. DETWILER, E^levMe; H'.j,"
ROBISON, Collegeville; W . E.
,
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 *
Penn St., Norristown.
___
A d v e r tise Y e a r
I n d e p e n d e n t.

S a les I® ***

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S

F O R

M e n ’s F urnishing G o o d s !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BE8T GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
l(oa are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
1*111keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W M . H I. G I L B E R T ,

EARY’S OWN STORY OF
TRIP TO NORTH POLE
HowHeReachedGoal
Sought For Ages.

132 W EST MAIM ST R EET,
10-18.

NORRISTOWN, PA

Reductions in Furniture.
Solid O ak B e d r o o m S u ite s R ed u ced from $25 to $ 2 0 ; $30 to
1*25; $40 to $35. B u y y o u r fu r n itu r e now a n d sa v e d o lla r s.

HARDSHIPS AND DANGER
Fought Their Way Over Frozen
Arctic Desert.

Solid C h ain R ag C arp et, fro m 4 5 to 6 5 C ents p e r yard .
Great R e d u c tio n in P r ic e s in D lnnerW are.

EXPEDITION GOST ONE LIFE

[Copyrighted, 1909, by the New York
Times Publishing Company.]
“Battle Harbor, Labrador, Sept. 9.—
The steamer Roosevelt, bearing the
North Pole expedition of the Peary
Arctic club, parted company with the
Erik and steamed out of Etah Ford
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
late in the afternoon of Aug. 18, 1908,
| y STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM $30 to $40 setting the usual course for Cape Sa
bine. The weather was dirty, with
fresh southerly winds. We had . on
board twenty-two Eskimos men, seven
" OR SA LE.
Farms, residences, hotels, building W e have quite a number teen women and ten children, 226 dogs
I sites—all locations, prices and terms.
and some forty-odd walrus.”
of Inquiries
IAlso a number of houses in Norristown,
Peary tells of the difficulty in forcing
I Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
his ship, the Roosevelt, through the
choked channels and floe-covered hays
JO R FARMS !
Money to loan on first mortgage.
before he reached the open polar sea,
THOS. B. WILSON,
If you wish to sell send over which he was to travel to the goal
by sledge. Once he was forced back,
|j|.15.
Eagleville, Pa.
and twice the Roosevelt grounded. Con
us word.
tinuing, he says:
“Finally, on Sept. 2, we squeezed
GOTW ALS & BEYER,
G. F L Y s
around Cape Union and made fast in
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)
55 E. Main St
NORRI8TOWN. PA,
a shallow niche in the ice, but after
some hours we made another short
C R A T E R 8 F O R D , PA.
run to Black Cape, and hung on to a
R E E F , TEAL,
K E Y S T O N E
grounded bit of ice. At last, a little
after midnight of Sept 5, we passed
MUTTON,
through extremely heavy running ice
P O R K , an d
into a stream of open water, rounded
Cape Rawson and passed Cape Sheri
a l l h in d s o f
ROYERSFORD, PA.
dan. We steamed up to the end of it,
and it appeared practicable at first to
D r e sse d
PRICE LIST.
P o u ltr y .
reach Porter bay, near Cape Joseph
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 3% cents per foot.
Henley. But the outlook being unsat
|S*rved in COLLEGE VILLE every Tues
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot. isfactory, I went back and put the
day, Thursday and Saturday.
“
.*
8 r‘ 12 “
*
Mail orders promptly attended to.
Roosevelt into the only opening in the
“
« 10 “ 20 “
“ “
jr l pay 7)^c. per pound for veal calves and
floe, being barred close to the mouth
“
“ 15 “ 40 “
“ “
|S0c..extra for delivery.
“
“ 20 “ 50 “
“ “
of th e Sheridan river, a little north of
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a our position three years prior. The
piece.
work of discharging the ship was
IT A. MOONEY,
Building Brick, $8 and $12 per 1000.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail, commenced, at once and rushed to
25c. a piece.
completion. The supplies and equip
(F O R M E R L Y O F N O R R IS T O W N ,)
Water Troughs, $1.00 per foot.
ment we sledged across ice and sea
Lawn Vases, $3.00 each.
Sidewalk Slabs, lOcents per square foot. and deposited on shore. A house aqd
workshop were built of board, covered
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $L 40 per bar with sails and fitted with stoves, and
rel net.
the ship was snug for the winter in
Circulars free.
Bell Phone 4-Y.
GRATERFORD, PA.
shoal water; where she touched bot
tom a t low tide. This settlement on
A Cold' Blooded Murder.
Shoeing of road and track horses a
Thomas Dwyer, steward at the Owls the stormy shores of the Arctic ocean
lipecialty. First-class new and repair
[.York in all branches of blacksmithing, a t club at Harrisburg, Pa., was shot down was christened Hubbardville.
itt cold blood by Wells W. Detweiler,
popular prices.
Hunting Parties Sent Out.
a member of the club, and died twenty
I. Your patronage solicited.
“Hunting
parties were sent out on
minutes later.
|3-2o-3m.
Sept.
10
and
a bear was brought in
Detweiler had been playing cards
on the 12th and some deer a day or
and drinking all night at the club, and two
later.”
he and Dwyer quarreled a t times over
Peary says many side trips were
small money matters. Detweiler went
across the street and bought a 38-cali made for the purpose of exploring the
F O R
bre revolver and five cartridges, load land, and frequent trips with supplies
were made to Cape Columbia, from
ing it in the presence of the clerk.
which Peary intended to depart on his
Returning to the club, Detweiler met long run to the pole.
Dwyer’s wife, who had come to clean
It was Peary's plan to send out ad
the rooms. Seeing the revolver, she vance parties to clear the way and es
—GO TO—
shouted, to warn her husband, who tablish stations. Captain Bartlett, of
was in the lavatory, but before he the Roosevelt, was in command of the
could make a move to defend himself, first party to get away. This was on
Odd Fellows’ Hall
Detweiler fired twice, both bullets go March 1 of the. present year. A short
ing through Dwyer’s abdomen.
Grocery.
time later a second division made Its
As Detweiler turned away, Dwyer fell departure, and an hour after that
into the arms of his wife. “Kiss me; Peary followed. Continuing, he says:
I’m dying," were his last words.
“The party now comprised seven
Try Onr C offees,
Policemen, hearing the shots, rushed members of the expedition, seventeen
in and arrested Detweiler, who offered Eskimos, 133 dogs and ninefeen
C an n ed G ood s,
no resistance, admitting, somewhat sledges. One Eskimo and seven dogs
D r ie d F r u its
incoherently, that he had done the had gone to pieces.
shooting, bnt offering no explanation.
“A strong easterly wind, drifting
a n d C o n fectio n ery .
Detweiler is a brother of the late snow, and temperature In the minus
Meade D. Detweiler, who was head of marked our departure from the camp
the order of Elks in America and a at Cape Columbia, which I had chris
prominent member of the Dauphin tened Crane City. Rough ice in the
county bar.
first march damaged several sledges
and smashed two beyond repair, the
Jumps From Engine to 8ave Child.
COLLKOETILLE, PA .
Engineer Samuel King, who runs a teams going back to Columbia for oth
passenger train on the Schuylkill and er sledges in reserve there.
Daily »nd Sunday Papers.
‘We camped ten miles from Crane
Lehigh branch of the Reading railway,
City. The easterly wind and low tem
performed a brave act th at ranks him
a hero and may entitle him to a Car perature continued. In the second
negie medal. Upon approaching Em march we passed. the British record
erald, a small flag station, near Read made by Markham In May, 1876_
ing, Pa., he saw a three-year-old child 82.20—and were stopped by open wa
which had been formed by the
on the track. The train was running ter,
wind after Bartlett passed. In this
thirty-five miles an hour.
march we negotiated the lead and
P0TTSTOWN, PEN N ’A.
King threw the brakes into the reached Bartlett’s third camp. Borup
emergency, and> starting out over the
[Manufacturer and Dealer in All footboard of the engine, climbed over had gone back from here, but missed
the cylinder chest to the pilot, where his way, owing to the faulting of the
Kinds of AMERICAN and
he jumped off and grabbed the child rail by the movement of the ice.
“Marvin came back also for more
FOREIGN
and lifted it from the track with the
pilot of the locomotive within a few fuel and alcohol. The wind continued
forming open water all about us. At
fet of him.
the end of the fourth march we came
upon Bartlett, who had been stopped
New York Banker Kills Himself.
John W. Castles, president of the by a wide lake of open water. We re
Union Trust company of New York, mained here from March 4 to 11.
“On the 14th we got free of the leads
a director of several other well known
and
came on decent going. While we
corporations,
and
who
was
also
promi
P ° OH Granite Work Cleaned
nent in club and social life, committed were making camp a courier from
to Look Like New.
suicide by cutting his throat with a Marvin came and informed me he was
razor
in the Grand Union hotel. His on the march in the rear. The tem
„ Kiven to cleaning
body
was
found by his brother, Burton perature was 59 below.
flll kinds of
tablets, Copings ana
Jow long
worl£ no matter of S. Castles, who immediately summoned
lee Begins to Move,
■“red. & ? ,,° <?ing or Dow badly discol- a physician, but Mr. Castles was be
|*W riviniigu " aJitee lo
to restore them to yond aid. His body was cold, and the
“On leaving this camp the expedi
Granite41 bnghtness without injuring
bloody razor with which he had taken tion comprised sixteen men, twelve
his life lay on a table nearby. He left sledges and a hundred dogs. The next
no notes or instructions, and his march was satisfactory as regards dis
F
Posters Printed at brother ascribed his act to a nervous tance and character of going. In the
■
* 'mtevendeat
latter part there were pronounced
brealrdnwn
R em em b er o n r M ADE-TO-ORDER SU IT S fo r Men a n d B oys.

PEP & MOYER, GRATERFORD, PA.

F

IHENRY

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

IBlacksmith^Horseshoer

F R E S H .G O O D S

Daniel H. Bartman,

M A G E STORB

Greenland. Even the natives complain
ed of the bitter air. It was as keen as
froien steel.
“A little longer sleep than the pre
vious ones had to be taken here, as
we were all in need of i t Then on
again.
“Before I turned In I took an obser
vation which indicated our position as
89.25. A dense, lifeless pall hung over
head. The horizon was black and the
ice beneath was a ghastly, chalky
white, with no relief—a striking con
trast to the glimmering, sunlit fields of
it over which we had been travelling
for the previous four days.
“A rise in tem perature to 15 below
reduced the friction of the sledges and
gave the dogs the appearance of hav
ing caught the spirits of the party,
The more sprightly ones, as they went
along with tightly curled tails, fre
quently tossed their heads with short
sharp barks and yelps.
“In twelve hours we made forty
miles. There was no sign of a lead In
the march.
The Pole at Last!
“I had now made my five marches
and was in time for a hasty noon ob
serration through a temporary break
In the clouds, which Indicated our po
sition as 89.57. I quote an entry from
my Journal some hours later:
“ T h e pole at last I The prize of
three centuries, my dream and goal
for twenty years, mine at last! I can
not bring myself to realize it!
“ ‘It all seems so simple and com
monplace. As Bartlett said when turn
ing back, when speaking of his being
in these exclusive regions which no
mortal had ever penetrated before
“ ‘It is Just like every day!’ “Of course I had many sensations
th at made sleep impossible for hours
despite my utter fatlgtfe—the sensa
tlons of a lifetime; but I have no room
for them here.
“The first thirty hours at the pole
were spent In taking observations; In
going some ten miles beyond our camp
and some eight miles to the right of
It; in taking photographs, planting my
flags, depositing my records, studying
the horizon with my telescope for pos
sible land, and searching for a prac
ticable place to make a sounding.
“Ten hours after our arrival the
clouds cleared before a light breeze
from our left, and from that time un
til our departure in the afternoon of
April 7 the weather was cloudless and
flawless. The minimum temperature
during the thirty hours was 33 below
the maximum 12.
The Return Journey.
“We had reached the goal, but the
return was still before us. It was es
sential th at we reach land before the
next spring tide, and we must strain
every nerve to do this.”
The party travelled several hours,
slept an hour or two, ate and went
ahead. This they did day and night.
Peary did not make any ocean sound
ing until he returned to the 87th par
allel. He dropped a line 900(5 feet and
found no bottom. Then the line snap
ped. A few marches brought Peary
to the spot where he had dropped Cap
tain Bartlett, and, with the exception
of a few stretches of open water and
one storm, the return was simple.
When Cape Columbia was reached,
when the sledges were pulled up on
land, the Eskimos danced with joy.
Plenty of food was given the dogs and
everybody took a long sleep. Continu
ing his narrative, Peary says:
“We reached Hecla in one march
and the Roosevelt In another. When
we got to the Roosevelt I was stag
gered by the news of the fatal ’mis
hap to Marvin. He had been either
less cautious Or less fortunate than the
rest of us, and his death emphasized
the risk to which we had all been
subjected, for there was not one of us
but had been In the sledge at some
time during the journey.
“The big lead, cheated of its prey
three years before, had at last gained
Its human victim.”
With the task over, Peary lost, lit
tle time in boarding the Roosevelt
and starting home. He landed the Es
kimos at their homes and cleared for
Cape York. On Sept. 5 he arrived at
Indian Harbor, whence the message,
“Stars and Stripes nailed to North
Pole,” was sent.

movements In the ice. Some leads
were crossed, in one of which Borup
and his team took a bath, and we were
finally stopped by an impracticable
lead opening in front o f us. At the end
of the tenth mprch, latitude 85.23,
Borup turned back in command of the
second supporting party.”
Peary here tells of overtaking Cap
tain Bartlett, and he was again pushed
forward with Henderson to do more
pioneer work. Peary and Marvin and
Hansen remained behind for twenty
hours. The policy now pursued was
for Bartlett’s crew to break the way
and camp. When the Peary force came
up the Bartlett camp was occupied by
the newcomers, while B artlett and
Henderson made another advance. The
condition of the ice was improving
right along, and every day good dis
tances were made. At one time Bart
lett made twenty miles in a day. Marvin Drowned.
Then began the breaking of former
records. One observation gave 86.38,
and Peary knew that he had beaten
Nansen and Abruzzi. Not an accident
had marred the expedition up. to this
point. Things were rapidly shaping
themselves for the great dash, and
here poor Marvin was turned back.
He was to return to Cape Columbia,
but he never reached it. He fell into
open water and was drowned.
More Eskimos were sent with Mar
vin on the return trip, and Peary then
found himself with nine men, seven
sledges and sixty dogs. Changes in the
atmospheric conditions were noted. A
hase enveloped the wonderful fields of
glistening ice, and it was impossible
to see any distance.
Great banks of snow obstructed the
trail and the ice became very rough.
In the midst of this heart-breaking
work Peary came up with the Bartlett
party, all the men exhausted.
Snow houses were built and a camp
made. During the night there was a
swift breaking up of the ice, and when
the men were aroused it was found
that the camp was on the edge of open
water. One dog team narrowly escaped
being crushed between the great cakes
of ice.
Preparations were made for a quick
start, and at a favorable opportunity
the whole expedition pushed across
some thin ice. All the following day
the men were on an ice field, which
heaved and groaned, while from the
open water a black fog arose.
Pushing onward, Peary came upon
old ice, which was solid and which
enabled him to make an advance of
six miles without any trouble. There
was a high wind, but it did not ham
per the party.
Henderson was sent hack, and now,
as the 88th parallel was nearing. Peary
determined to drop Captain Bartlett,
who had shown so much courage and
had done more than any other of the
supporting party to make the expedi
tion a success. Captain Bartlett want
ed to go ahead, but Peary told him
there were no supplies for a large
party. Peary says Captain Bartlett
was very solemn, and possibly found
comfort in Peary’s declaration that,
next to an American, a British sub
ject had succeeded in getting farthest
north. .
Peary was now left with his faith
ful Matt Hensen, five Eskimos, four
sledges and enough dogs to make dou
ble teams for the sledges. Peary says
that he was now within reach of the
prize for which he had worked thirtytwo years. The outfit was ideal; the
sledges were of the best; the dogs
in fine condition; the food supply am
ple for the small force.
8ome Fast Travelling.
Continuing his story, Peary says:
“At a lit$e after midnight of April
1, after a few hours of sound sleep, I
hit the trail, leaving the others to
break up camp and follow. As I climb
ed the pressure ridge back of our
igloos I set another hole in my belt,
the third since I started. Every man
and dog of us was lean and flat-bellied Only White Man at Pole, Says Peary.
as a board, and as hard.
Battle Harbor, Labrador, Sept. 15.—
“I set a good pace for about ten The steamer Roosevelt, with Com
hours. Twenty-five miles took me well mander Peary aboard, Is still here. To
yond the 88th parallel.
a correspondent Peary said;
“A few hours’ sleep and we were on
“I am the only white man who has
the trail again. As the going was now ever reached the North Pole, and I am
practically horizontal, we were unham prepared to prove It at the proper
pered and could travel as long as we time. I have already stated publicly
pleased and sleep as little as we that Cook has not been to the pole.
wished. We had made twenty miles This I reaffirm, and I will stand by it,
In ten hours and were half way to the but I decline to discuss the details of
89th parallel.
the matter. These will come out later.
I have said that Dr. Cook’s statement
Ice Grinding Audibly.
“The Ice was grinding audibly In that he had reached the pole should
every direction, but no motion was not be taken seriously, and that I ‘have
visible. Evidently it was settling back him nailed’ by concrete proofs to sup
into equilibrium and probably sagging port my statement. In six months you
due northward with its release from probably will get the whole story. It
would not be policy for me to enter
the wind pressure.
“Again there was a few hours’ stop, upon a full debate with the subject as
and we hit the trail before midnight. it now stands. To do so I would be
The weather and going were even bet giving out much Information of which
ter. The surface, except as interrupt other uses could be made. I intend to
ed by infrequent ridges, was as level wait until Dr. Cook has issued his full
as the glacial fringe from Hecla to authorized statements. Up to the pres
ent time there have been only newspa
Columbia and harder.
“We marched something over ten per accounts of Dr. Cook’s alleged
hours, the dogs being often on the trot, | polar trip, and these may or may not
and made twenty miles. Near the end I be accurate. When Dr. Cook has time
of the march we rushed across a lead to issue a complete authorized version
100 yards wide, which buckled under I df hig journey will be the proper op
our sledges and finaly broke as the >portunity for me t» make public the
information which I have. After that
last sledge left it.
“We stopped in sight of the 89th 1 the jury—in other words, the people
parallel, in a temperature of 40 de and the scientific bodies of the w o rld grees below. Again a scant sleep and 1 will pass judgment on the matter, and
we were on our way once more and there will then be nothing left of Dr.
Cook's case but his own assertions
across the 89th parallel.
“We made twenty-five miles or more, 1 that he has reached the North Pole. In
the air, the sky, and the bitter wind the meanwhile it is my determination
burning the face till it crackled. It not to deal with debates for the rea
was like the great interior ice cap of sons already stated.”

TAFT FAVORS
CENTRAL RANK
Discusses Monttiry Situation
In Dostofl Speech.
PRAISES SENATOR ALDRICH
The President Declares the Rhode
Islander Will Lecture In Many Cities
on the Defects and Needs of Our
Monetary System.
Boston, Sept 15.—President Taft’s
first public utterance since congress
adjourned was made in this city be
fore 2000 men representing the com
bined business interests of Boston. The
occasion was a banquet given in Me
chanics’ hall by the Bd£ton Chamber of
Commerce, recently formed by a merg
er of the Boston Merchants’ associa
tion and the Associated Board of Trade
with the chamber, and it marked the
beginning of £he president’s 13,000-mile
trip through the country.
The features of the president’s ad
dress were his endorsement of the
proposition to establish a central bank
in connection with currency reform,
his words of high praise of Senator
Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island,
head of the national monetary com
mission, and his repudiation of any at
tempt to start a sectional strife in the
country, such as that whieh he at
tributed to Governor Johnson in “call
ing upon the west to organize against
the east.”
Among the guests were cabinet
members, diplomats, congressmen,
clergymen and distinguished business
leaders.
The President’s Speech.
Speaking of the monetary situation,
Mr. Taft said:
“It is quite apparent from the state
ments of Mr. Vreeland, who is' now
the head of the committee on banking
and currency in the house of repre
sentatives, and from the conversations
of Mr. Aldrich, who is the chairman
of the monetary commission and of the
finance committee of the senate, that
the trend of the minds of the mone
tary commission is toward some sort
of arrangement for a central bank of
issue, which shall control the reserve
and exercise a power to meet and con
trol the casual stringency which from
time to time will come in the circulat
ing medium of the country and the
world.
“Mr: Aldrich states th at there are
two indispensable requirements In any
plan to be adopted involving a central
bank of issue. The one is that the con
trol of the monetary system shall be
kept free from Wall street Influences,
and the other that it shall not be ma
nipulated for political purposes. These
are two principles to which we can all
subscribe. It is quite possible that the
report of the commission of a definite
conclusion may be delayed beyond .the
next session of congress. Meanume
the members of the commission intend
to institute a campaign of education
in order to arouse public, opinion to
the necessity of a change in our mm-<
etary and banking systems, and to the
advantages that will arise from plac
ing some form of control over the
money market and the reS&rve In the
hands of an intelligent body of finan
ciers responsible to the government.
Aldrich to Lecture on Currency D efect
“I am told that Mr. Aldrich wiil
‘swing around the circle,’ In the pres
ent fall, and will lecture In many of
the cities of the middle west on the
defects and needs of our monetary
system. I cannot too strongly approve
of this proposal. Mr. Aldrich, who is
the leader of the senate, and certainly
one of the ablest statesmen In finan
cial matters in either house, has been
regarded with deep suspicion by many
people, especially In the west. If, with
his clear-cut ideas and simple, but ef
fective style of speaking, he makes
apparent to the western people what I
believe to be his earnest desire to aid
the people and to crown his political
career by the preparation and passage
of a bill wMch shall give us a sound
and safe monetary and banking sys
tem, it would be a long step toyard re
moving the political obstacles to a
proper solution of the question.”
Mother Falls Upon Baby and It Dies.
Pittsburg. Sept 15. — Kenneth C.
Lewis, seven weeks old, died from a
fracture of the skull at the home of
his parents The injury was received
when his mother, while carrying him
downstairs, stumbled and fell upon
him. The child’s head struck against
the floor an* it lived but a short time.
The mother Is in a critical condition
from continued hysterics.
Child Coasting Is Kicked to Death.
Pittsburg, Sept. 15.—Esther Bender,
seven ears old, as coasting on a small
wagon near her home n Wilkinsburg.
The wagn ran against the hind legs of
huckster’s horse, which kicked,
crushing the skull of Esther, who died
instantly.
8now In Colorado.
Grand Junction, Colo., Sept. 15.—
Grain fields in the vicinity of Gunni
son and Telluride are buried under a
blanket of snow as a result of heavy
storms.
Killed by September Sunstroke.
Bellefontaine, O., Sept. 15—Sherman
Rhoades, a meat dealer of Lake View,
died from the heat. He was stricken
while visiting a park.
«
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CORN AND FODDER TIME.
Progressive Farmers Cure the Crop as
*
They Do Wheat.
All through August and far into the
autumn months, according to locality,
the corn harvest will be under way.
In the south it is called “fodder pull
ing time.” Wherever com is grown
the season for gathering it in is al
ways interesting. There seems to be
more sentiment in the corn harvest
thhn in any other. At the same time the
work of stripping corn from the stalk
and in stacking the fodder shocks is
not altogether play. The progressive
farmers of the northern and middle
states are more expert in the saving of
fodder than are the farmers of the
south. The plan is simple. They cut
down the stalks, blades and all, and
cure them in the shocks as many farm
ers do with their wheat and oats.
Many southern farmers have tried
the plan of cutting and curing in
shocks and afterward snapping off the
ears and shredding the' blades and
stalks.
For a year or two the plan was very
popular. It looked as if it would be al
most universally adopted. Those who
were fortunate in getting first class
shredding machines and who exercised
ordinary judgment and skill in han
dling the corn crop in this way were
delighted with their experience, and
many are still’following the practice.
For ten or twelve years the Georgia
experiment station has practiced the
cutting and shocking and shredding
system, and this plan is still pursued
W i t t Satisfaction.
One or two years,
owing to' unusually bad seasons in

Probabilities of the Outcome of a Very
Interesting Season.
The wheat season starts with small
er reserves even than in the famous
year 1897, when low supplies of old
wheat, followed by a 30 per ceht short
age in the European crop and a
100,000,000 bushel increase in our own,
had some remarkable financial results.
This means a sure and quick market
for the new crop. It is impossible as
yet to estimate the probable foreign
wheat harvest of 1909; latest advices
indicate that, while the crop in Frq/jce,
England and Russia will be sufficient,
Germany and the Danube states bgve
fared badly, so that the total European
crop will hardly match the abundant
yield of 1905 and 1906. The obvious
meaning of such a situation is that
Europe must have such of our wheat
surplus as the American market can
spate and must pay fair prices for i t
Had the winter wheat estimate of
Aug. 14 confirmed the 400,000,000
bushel prediction current a few weeks
before, instead of raising the calcula
tion to 432,000,000, and had -the spring
wheat promise been in any way seri
ously impaired the country would
scarcely have escaped a later repeti
tion of the Chicago speculation of last
May and our export trade would have
been greatly restricted. But 32,000,000
extra bushels make a considerable dif
ference.
It still remains to see what happens
to our spring wheat crop and to for
eign crops in the two remaining
months. But as matters stand, how
ever, there are several reasonable In
ferences:
First, the American farm er will sell
an abundant wheat crop at highly
remunerative prices; second, those
prices are not likely to go again to
the “famine figure,” which will Impose
hardship on consumers; third, the
railways will have the average amount
of wheat to transport to market;
fourth, our export of wheat and flour,
which in the past twelve months was
cut down 50,000,000 bushels from the
year before and 31,000,000 from two
years ago, should be Increased by
twenty-five to forty millions, thereby
helping our market for international
exchange and a t the same time easing
the strain on Europe’s wheat trade.

WORTH

OOBNHUSKXMG T IK E .

September (a rare occurrence) or a
little unskillful handling, more or less
of the shredded stuff was badly dam
aged by dampness and heating. When
sweet and free from damage the
horses, mules and cattle ate it freely,
rejecting but a small, percentage.
Work animals and milk cows are
kept In good condition on it, with no
other roughage for months at a time.
The stalks by this process are out of
the way of the sowing of small grain.
The refuse stalks are not left to be in
the way next spring.
The illustration “Cornhusking Time”
is the good old way in all sections, and,
although it is tedious, it is always
sure.
■”

Quality In Farm Labor.
The time has come when the bar
rier known as the contract labor law
should be modified so that farm ers
.could hire the right kind of farm
bands in England and northern Eu
rope. advertising for them in a co
operative way in the foreign farm pa
pers or securing them through Amer
ican consular agents. First class men
could be obtained if they cobld be
legally promised jobs in advance. As
it is now, only a few of the best class
care to run the chances of coming
over with no definite prospect in view,
and the bulk of our immigration is
not well suited to labor on northern
farms. Importation of trained, relia
ble help from northern Europe would
help to solve the immigration prob
lem and th a t of farm labor as well.
Sift out the low grade immigrants,
but take down the bars against those
who make the best kind of raw mate
rial for citizenship.
Value of Cowpeas.
The cowpea is a large beanlike plant
ihat produces a large amount of for
age. It is valuable for a green food
or for plowing under for green mauure. • It has been used successfully
for improving wornout soils, especial
ly those that are light and sandy in
texture. Its greatest advantage for
this purpose is its ability to gather
nitrogen from the air and mineral ele
ments from subsoil. When the crop
is plowed under these are left near
the surface, where they will be avail
able to shallow rooted crops and those
which cannot get nitrogen from the
air. It has been little used for hay in
the north, because it cannot be read
ily dried in this climate. It makes a
good green feed for milk cows be
tween Aug. 15 and Sept. 15, or it may
be preserved in the silo by mixing
with corn fodder.
Pumpkins For Fall Feed.
It will pay to sow plenty of pumpkin
seed. Pumpkins are one of the best
fall and winter green feeds for almost
all kinds of stock, especially dairy ani
mals. They are especially relished by
hogs and cows, and they are excellent
to mix with dairy feed for the produc
tion of milk, the cows relishing them
greatly.
Baskets For Berries.
In making provision for the crop of
red raspberries order pint baskets in
stead of quarts. The fruit carries
much better in the smaller package,
and profits are generally larger. The
oblong pint basket may be used in the
ordinarv,thirtv-two auart crate.

THE WHEAT.

REMEMBERING.

Saddle grafting is used for small
plants, the stock being cut to a wedge
and the scions cut and set upon the
wedge. In splice grafting of the sim
plest form the two parts are cut across
diagonally and laid together,, being tied
together with a string and waxed. It
is useful for soft or tender wood which
will not admit of splitting.
By separating the roosters from the
hens after the breeding season their
vitality as breeders will be strength
ened. If kerosene is rubbed lightly on
their feathers they will not fight and
will soon become acquainted with each
other.
A horse that will walk steadily five
miles an hour will cover the same
ground in a day with much less fa
tigue than one that trots half the time.
We do not sufficiently appreciate the
value and capability of good, fast walk
ers.
Land burned over almost always
comes up with an Inferior growth,
such as gray birch, wild cherry and
soft maple. Such land offers the most
hopeful chances for cheap improve
ment through seeding or planting
pieces and cutting the other trees in a
few years.
An odor will be observed in the milk
if silage is fed to cows a short time
before milking, but if given shortly
after milking the silage smell cannot
be detected.
It will mean a loss to the farm er to
have the cow afraid of him. It Is a
loss every time she Is frightened. To
run a cow to pasture is like throwing
money away. A cow in any way wor
ried will not do her best. The cow
that is made a pet of will make money
for its owner. The milk of a fright
ened or abused cow is poisonous.
Pay an occasional friendly visit to
the little trees set this spring. Rub off
unnecessary sprouts and make sure
that no label wires have been left on
the trees to choke them.
Nearly every, farm er has more or less
tillage land that is too sour for best
crop production. He would try the ef
fect of lima on an acre or two If he
knew that the specially prepared form
of lime can be spread easily on land
without any disagreeable effects on the
user or any troublesome preparation
of the material.
A good horse and wagon, neat clothes,
clean packages and polite manners nat
urally go with a choice retail trade in
farm products.

A BISM ARCK STORY.

S I O Light and Medium W eight
Men’s SUITS HALF PRICE $3.

Playing the Role of Cousin Was Just
to His Liking.
In his university days Bismarck was
as jolly and boisterous as the least
promising youth of his generation, Ac
cording to the author of “The M. P.
For Russia.” he enjoyed dancing and
singing better than study and was as
full of . fun as his chosen companion.
Count Keyserling. was deficient in it,
and on this difference in temperament
hangs a tale.
One day the shy and reserved Keyserling came to Bismarck in great agi
tation.
“W hat'is the matter?” demanded Bis
marck.
“My mother writes that an aunt and
two cousins are coming for a week to
Berlin, and, as they are very young
and Inexperienced, I must go about
everywhere with them, offering them
all sorts of amusements. It is most
annoying,” groaned Keyserling. “as 1
have to prepare myself for examina
tions and have no time for pretty coun
try cousins.”
Bismarck saw his chance and imme
diately inquired:
“Have you ever seen these young
girls? Have they ever seen you?”
“Never in my life.”
“Capital T Nothing could be better.
Let me be Count Keyserling for the
time being, and you become simple
Bismarck. You stay at home, and I
shall become a first class cicerone dur
ing all the time of their visit.”
Keyserling eagerly accepted the prop
osition. When the young ladies ar
rived, Bismarck met them as KeyserUng and placed himself at their dis
position during their stay in Berlin.
Keyserling buried himself in his books
and thought no more about It until the
girls had gone home to the Baltic
provinces.
A week or two later he was discon
certed by receiving a letter from home
In which his mother expressed her
great delight in hearing from the
yopng ladies and their mother how im
mensely they had enjoyed themselves
and how very agreeable and kind their
cousin had been.
"I am overjoyed,” continued the fond
parent.' “to hear from their description
that you have grown quite stout and
robust during your stay a t Berlin.”

A COOK’S

CREST.

■SN’T T H jS G O O D N E W S
All our $10 summer suits, light and medium shades, that can b e
worn the year round, at just half price: and they are high class
suits, too, worsted material, good workmanship, beautifully silk
mohair lined and perfect fitting. Better buy one now to finish out
early Fall and next season. The styles won’t vary at all.

$ 2 0 .0 0 all-year-roun d w e ig h t s u its , $10.00.
$15 and $18 b lu e se r g e s u its, $12.75.

School Suits 11-4 off \) See Window.
A ll $ 2 .0 0 S u its n o w $1.50.
“
3 .0 0 “
“
2.75.
A ll $ 4 .0 0 S u its n o w
A ll 5 .0 0
“
“
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The Decoration Worn by a Pompous
Persian Chef.
A quaint story from Persia is given
In a book by Mr. James. The'author
had missed from his saddle the brass
plate inscribed with the maker’s name.
Souter, and was wrath a t his loss,
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
since the name went for much in the
judgment of the east.
“One day,” he ,says, “I was sitting
in my favorite teashop with my friend
Hassan All, discussing as usual Eng
land’s perfidy In abandoning north Per
sia to Russian machinations, when a
most dignified Persian entered the
Insurance In Force: $12,000,000.
auberge. He was preceded by a well
groomed boy carrying his dust coat.
The Persian bowed to me with great
civility and passed Into an inner apart Office o f th e C om pany i
ment. As both man and boy bore
burnished gilt crests upon their tall
c o l l e g e y i l .e e , p a .
astrakhan hats I took them to be pub
A. D. FETTERO LF, S ecreta ry .
lic functionaries of no small impor
tance.
H . W . KRATZ, P r e sid e n t,
“ ‘Who was that, Hassan All?’ I ask
N o rristo w n , P a .
ed. ‘I do not remember having seen
him before, yet evidently he recog
nized me.’
“ T h at,’ said my friend, with his
small, beady eyes twinkling, ‘is your
cook—yes!’
“ ‘My cook!’ I answered in astonish
Here is what you need.
ment. ‘I took him to be a t least the
governor’s chief of staff.’
There is no time like the
“ ‘Well, he is your chief of staff,
which to him seems a higher deg ree- present to assure yourself of
yes!’ And Hassan All smiled his in good crops for the future, es
imitable smile.
“ ‘But what in the name of gobd con pecially as your prosperity is
science is the impertinence th at he
measured by the crops you pro
wears upon his hat?’
“ ‘That must be your c re st I t is a duce.
badge of yours!’
“ ‘On my honor, Hass A All, you
There is only one way to as
must not make fun of me! I have
given the man no crest, and I have sure bounteous crops, and that
never set eyes on him before!’
is by using sufficient plant food.
" ‘I have seen the badge!’ Hassan
All continued. ‘I t is undoubtedly your If your manure does not reach,
own. I t has the motto “Souter,” which you cannot afford to buy stable
is doubtless the old heraldic contrac
tion for the word souteneur, and also manure; it is too expensive.
the subtitle, “By royal appointment”
You should therefore use the
—yes!’ ”,
1
I t was, of course, the missing saddle best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
plate, which the ingenious cook had
tainable.
“conveyed” as a heraldic deconftion.

W E ’V E

Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire
Insurance Company

t h e

Millions of Onions.
Fourteen million bushels of onions
were raised in the United States last
year, and so great was the demand that
1,400,000 bushels more were imported
from Spain, Egypt, Bermuda and
the south sea islands. The value of
America’s crop was $10,000,000. and
the department of agriculture believes
Learned It by Ear,
th at of 1909 should be worth twice as
The dear little girl arose, bowed and
much. It has just issued a bulletin On
the subject as a gentle reminder to recited it in this manner:
“ L ettu ce D enby up N. Dewing,
the average farmer and truck grower
Widow H artford N. E. P ate;
th at they are overlooking the onion—
Still H. E. Ving, still per Sue W ing,
as if any one could do such a thing.
L ea rn to label A unty W aite.”
For many centuries this vegetable
Then, with the tumultuous applause
thrived only in the valleys and low of the audience ringing in her ears,
lands, but improved agricultural meth she sat down in happy confusion.—Chi
ods have made it possible to raise it cago Tribune.
with profit on the hilltops. The Ber
muda variety is being grown with
Not to Him,
tremendous success in all of the south
H ew itt — Money talks. Jew ett — I
ern states, especially along the gulf guess I have forgotten the telephone
coast. Each succeeding year brings number.—New York Press.
new ideas as to marketing, and the
danger of having the fruit rot in
Sometimes a man is willing to re
transit is fast becoming a thing of main a t the foot of the ladder for the
the Dash
nprDose. of nulling others down.

W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechanic
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

by
H . T . HUN SICK ER,
I r«n b rid ge, P a .
J . K . CLEMMER A SON,
S p rin g M anat, P a.
FR A N K B A R N D T ,
G reen L a n e, P a .
HILLEGASS A K R A U SE,
PennNbnrg, P a .
JOHN H . FARING ER,
R. D . N o. 2 , N o rristo w n , P a.

TOW N

Has set the Whole Town
Agog !

GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and
never before sold so rapidly/
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on handl
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
anxious we are to sell.

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT
$4 0 0 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
3.50
“
“
:: 2.70
( <
3.00
‘*
V
:: 2.35
C
2.50
“
“
:: 1.85
2.00
“
“
:: 1.55
C<
1.50
“
“
:: 1.30

FARM ERS,

Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.

s t ir r e d !

Weitzenkorn's Shoe Said

I n n Aiainst Fire aM Storm.

Not Personal.
Count d’Orsay had an explosive tem
per. Sir Algernon West says th at “the
count “once called on the publishers,
Messrs. Saunders. & Otley,' on Lady
Blessington’s behalf and used very
strong language. A beautiful gentle
man in a white neckcloth said he
would rather sacrifice Lady Blessington’s patronage than stand such per
sonal abuse. ‘I am not personal,’ said
D’Orsay. ‘If you are Saunders, then
---- Otley; if you are Otley, th e n ---Saunders.’ ”

$ 3 .0 0 .
3 .7 5 .

C C

6

6 i

Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full
BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS.

W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S,

,4 'p SVcths t 8ot ^

e t' 1

POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE. *=vX

----- U S E

O T T X j B I E I R T ’S ----

DIARRHOEA M IXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT

»
m

C U LBER T’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
m

m

°m

t m

M
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C O L L E G E V IL L E

Marble and Granite Works.
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds oi Cemetery Work In Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

M a in 8t. Collegeville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class a d v e rtis
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery j
county. If you have anything to s e ll— no m a tte r
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.

